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President’s  Message

Three months ago, when I wrote my fi rst President’s letter, the global economy was 
relatively stable, growth was accelerating, and I was relatively certain that the worst 

was behind us. Although I still believe the worst has passed, turmoil in the Middle East 
and North Africa has rattled oil markets. And with the disaster in Japan still unfolding, 
the level of uncertainty has clearly increased.  

Oil prices are up 20 percent since the beginning of the year and any increase in oil 
prices brings with it a discussion of whether the price rise is due to fundamentals or 
speculation. I view the higher oil prices as a rational market response. Geopolitical tur-
moil can lead to high prices for two reasons: a disruption in the supply of oil and fears of 
disruption. Fears of disruption increase stock building, which also puts upward pressure 
on prices. Until civil unrest reached Libya, there was no physical disruption of world oil 
supplies. The curtailed supply from Libya is reported to be about 1.2 million barrels per 
day, and seems to have been offset by increased production from other OPEC countries. 
It would seem the rise in prices is due to perceived uncertainty of supply in the future, 
possibly a contagion to larger producers such as Saudi Arabia. The rational response to 
such uncertainty would be an increase in oil stocks, which we are beginning to see. U.S. 
crude inventories and fl oating storage around the world have risen recently. 

On the IAEE front, the joint AEA/IAEE session, “Environment, Climate Change and 
Economics” at the ASSA meetings in Denver, was well attended. The presentations by 
Philipe Aghion (http://www.iaee.org/documents/2011/ASSA_climate_jan7.pdf), Andrea 
Bollino  (http://www.iaee.org/documents/2011/IAEE_AEA_january07_slides.pdf) and 
Jean Tirole (http://www.iaee.org/documents/2011/Denver-CPolicy-presentation.pdf) 
were very thought provoking. Our stand-alone IAEE session on energy modeling had 
papers by Peter R. Hartley, Kenneth B. Medlock III, Ted Temzelides and Xinya Zhang; 
Prakash Loungani and Marianna Riggi; Leigh Tesfatsion and Hongyan Li; and Jevgenijs 
Steinbuks and Karsten Neuhoff, followed by plenty of interesting discussion. 

I am pleased to report that the Polish and Russian affi liates are moving forward suc-
cessfully. Dr. Jerzy Szkutnik has been active in restarting the Polish affi liate and a for-
mal declaration is anticipated in June. The inaugural meeting of the Russian affi liate is 
planned in Moscow this fall.

I am also very excited to bring you news of further developments in our new publica-
tion, Economics of Energy and Environmental Policy (EEEP—http://www.iaee.org/en/
publications/eeep.aspx). EEEP will be a peer-reviewed, multidisciplinary publication, 
focused on policy issues involving energy and environmental economics. It seeks to pro-
vide a practical and research-based, yet easily readable and accessible source of infor-
mation on contemporary economic thinking and analysis of energy and environmental 
policy issues. The publication will encourages dialogue between business, government 
and academics and will try to improve the knowledge base for energy and environmental 
policy formation and decision making. The editors are Jean-Michel Glachant (European 
University Institute in Florence, Italy), Paul L. Joskow (Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, 
USA) and Michael Pollitt (Cambridge University, United Kingdom). The call for sub-
missions will be out by the end of this month. I encourage you to be a referee for EEEP. 
You can sign up at http://www.iaee.org/en/publications/eeepref.aspx. The inaugural is-
sue will be out before year-end.
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IAEE Mission Statement
The International Association for Energy Economics is an independent, non-profit, 

global membership organisation for business, government, academic and other profes-
sionals concerned with energy and related issues in the international community.  We 
advance the knowledge, understanding and application of economics across all aspects 
of energy and foster communication amongst energy concerned professionals.  

We facilitate:
•	Worldwide information flow and exchange of ideas on energy issues
•	High quality research
•	Development and education of students and energy professionals  

We accomplish this through:
•	 Providing leading edge publications and electronic media
•	Organizing international and regional conferences
•	Building networks of energy concerned professionals

President’s Message (continued from page 1)

iaee email Policy
At the Rio Council meeting the IAEE 

Council discussed the use of IAEE’s email 
facilities and agreed to the following policy:

The IAEE will only send 
emails to its members on matters 
pertaining to IAEE business or 
that of IAEE Affiliates (e.g., Af-
filiate directly sponsored events). 
No emails will be sent on behalf 
of third parties (persons or orga-
nizations, including universities).  
IAEE does not release its email 
address list. 

Members of the Stockholm Program Planning Committee met in Sweden 
February 25 to work on developing the conference program.  President Mine 
Yücel Center with Executive Director David Williams to her left.

The planning meeting for the Stockholm conference was held in Stockholm on Feb. 25 and was ex-
tremely productive. In addition to a fascinating program, the conference will have two different types 
of concurrent sessions for the first time. The first, called “Collaborative Conversations,”  will attempt 
to bring academics and business people together in the discussion of a single topic. The second, called  
“Discussant Sessions,” will feature longer paper presentations and a discussant for each. We are ex-
perimenting with these innovative sessions and plan on having a couple of each type at the conference. 
Check out the conference program at http://www.hhs.se/iaee-2011/Pages/default.aspx.

The Third Latin American Meeting on Energy Economics scheduled for Buenos Aires on April 18-19 
is almost upon us. You can explore the program and register at http://www.elaee2011.org/. It will be fol-
lowed by the Fourth NAEE/IAEE Conference, April 25-26, in Abuja. The 30th USAEE North American 
Conference, “Changing Roles of Government, Industry and Research” will be held in Washington, D.C., 
Oct.  9-12 (http://www.usaee.org/usaee2011/).  From the look of the plenary sessions already organized, 
it promises to be relevant and stimulating.

I look forward to seeing you at all our conferences! 
Mine Yücel
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Newsletter Disclaimer
IAEE is a 501(c)(6) corporation and neither takes any position on any po-

litical issue nor endorses any candidates, parties, or public policy proposals.  
IAEE officers, staff, and members may not represent that any policy posi-
tion is supported by the IAEE nor claim to represent the IAEE in advocating 
any political objective.  However, issues involving energy policy inherently 
involve questions of energy economics.  Economic analysis of energy topics 
provides critical input to energy policy decisions. IAEE encourages its mem-
bers to consider and explore the policy implications of their work as a means 
of maximizing the value of their work.  IAEE is therefore pleased to offer its 
members a neutral and wholly non-partisan forum in its conferences and web-
sites for its members to analyze such policy implications and to engage in dia-
logue about them, including advocacy by members of certain policies or posi-
tions, provided that such members do so with full respect of IAEE’s need to 
maintain its own strict political neutrality.  Any policy endorsed or advocated 
in any IAEE conference, document, publication, or web-site posting should 
therefore be understood to be the position of its individual author or authors, 
and not that of the IAEE nor its members as a group.  Authors are requested to 
include in an speech or writing advocating a policy position a statement that 
it represents the author’s own views and not necessarily those of the IAEE 
or any other members.  Any member who willfully violates IAEE’s political 
neutrality may be censured or removed from membership

get Your iaee Logo 
Merchandise!

Want to show you are a member of IAEE?  
IAEE has several merchandise items that 
carry our logo.  You’ll find polo shirts and 
button down no-iron shirts for both men and 
women featuring the IAEE logo.  The logo is 
also available on a baseball style cap, bum-
per sticker, ties, computer mouse pad, win-
dow cling and key chain.  Visit http://www.
iaee.org/en/inside/merch.aspx and view our 
new online store!

editor’s notes

We focus this issue primarily on Central and South American energy matters. However, Brad O’Neil and coauthors, and 
Zhen Zhu and his coauthors present two interesting articles on other subjects. See below for more detail. We’ll return to 

Central and South American issues in the Summer issue of the Forum.
Bradley O’Neil, Robert Hawkins, and Cody Zilhaver address the U.S. working with the European Union to cultivate and 

leverage relationships within the Caspian Basin ensuring hydrocarbons flow unimpeded from the region.  These efforts would 
decrease Russian and Iranian ability to use these resources as foreign policy tools to coerce neighboring nations and destabilize 
the region.

Mamdouh Salameh writes that Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez is making steady progress in cementing strategic rela-
tions with China. China has funnelled money and expertise into Venezuela’s oil industry.  With so much to gain in trade and oil, 
China will strive to keep Chavez in power. The question is would the United States consider this intrusion into its backyard a 
threat to its national interests or will it treat it as a purely commercial venture by a country seeking to quench its thirst for oil?

Miranda Wainberg reports that hydrocarbon production trends have varied widely among Latin American countries in re-
cent years.  She explains that Colombia and Brazil increased production while Argentina, Mexico and Venezuela’s production 
declined and notes that these differences are linked to their “commercial frameworks”: hydrocarbon sector organization and 
governance; NOC organization and governance; fiscal regime design; and regulatory practices and quality.

Donald Murry, Michael Knapp and Zhen Zhu investigate the empirical connection between allowed returns on equity in 
U.S. electric and natural gas industries and market, regulatory and risk variables in rate cases. The results suggest that allowed 
returns are positively related to market conditions. However, there is evidence that allowed returns are neither consistent with 
financial theories on risks and returns and a common regulatory standard. 

 Philip Walsh notes that energy prices in South America vary greatly among countries depending upon the respective govern-
ment policies and actions of state-owned energy companies.  However, the unsustainable nature of nationalization and domestic 
energy price subsidies will see future energy pricing determined by the continental integration activities of South American 
state-owned energy companies.

Gerardo Rabinovich provides a brief overview of the Latin American oil and natual gas situation and prospects for the future.
Rodrigo Moreno and other coauthors describe the evolution of electricity market regulation for generation investment and 

the recent auction-based mechanism experience in South America, identifying key challenges that will need to be addressed in 
the near future in order to set an efficient and robust regulatory framework in the long-term. The experiences and challenges 
identified can also serve other regulators who are currently committed to the design of new and innovative ways to efficiently 
incentivise generation investment.

DLW
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We’ve been hard at work updating our internet presence with the launch of International Energy: an 
expansion of our IAEE Energy Blog.  We feel this broader platform provides our members another tool to 
help them share relevant and timely energy economics thinking with a broad international audience.  
International Energy is an umbrella for three online concepts:

• Publishing of professional articles submitted 
by members
• Member Public blogging (for public 
attribution)
• Members only Private blogging 
(nonattribution)

Key Features and Benefits:
• Top Search Engine Listing
• Translation into 50 languages
• Social Media enabled
• Industry categories for:

• Coal
• Oil
• Natural Gas
• Nuclear Power
• Alternatives
• Electricity
• Regulation
• Geopolitics of Energy
• The Environment

• RSS
• Reader Comments
• Blogger’s Bio pages
• Contributor Bio pages
• Advertising space for our 
Institutional Members
• Widely adopted 
publishing platform (Wordpress)

As always, this forum  is neutral and offered to help our members express 
their thinking and to forward the IAEE’s mission of increasing awareness and 
networking around energy economics issues.

If you’re a member and industry leader in any of our categories, please add International Energy to your 
choices for getting your timely thinking published.  We and the world value your insight.

http://www.international-energy.com
http://www.international-energy.org

http://blog.iaee.org

Give your writing global exposure!

coming summer 2011
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Stockholm June19 -23, 2011
34th IAEE International Conference

Dear Energy Professional
It is a pleasure to announce the 34th IAEE International Conference, entitled 
“Institutions, Efficiency and Evolving Energy Technologies”, to be held in 
Stockholm, Sweden, June 19-23, 2011. 

The conference will bring together a wide international spectrum of energy 
economists, policy makers, and professionals from all parts of the energy sector 
and representatives of governments and other public institutions. As usual at 
IAEE conferences all the major fields of energy economics and policy will be 
addressed. In addition there will be a special focus on the following topics, in 
plenary sessions and in a number of specialized concurrent sessions: 

• The organization of energy related innovation and technological development
• Evolving technologies and energy use in the transport sector 
• The political economy of energy markets
• Energy security 
• The design, integration and regulation of energy markets 
• Energy demand and energy efficiency 

The conference venue is the newly renovated main building of the Stockholm 
School of Economics, located in the center of Stockholm. More details about 
the conference, accommodation and the city can be found at the conference 
website. (www.hhs.se/IAEE-2011) 

Stockholm in June is very pleasant. Temperatures are usually between 20° C 
and 25° C, and evenings are light (with sunset after 10 p.m.). The social pro-
gram includes a Gala Dinner at the famous Wasa Museum and a reception at 
the Stockholm City Hall, the venue of the annual Nobel banquet. Post confe-
rence technical tours are offered free of charge (on a first come first serve basis). 

On behalf of the organizing committee I would like to invite you to Stockholm 
and an exciting IAEE conference. 

Lars Bergman 
General Conference Chair 

Speakers/Chairs
IAEE members
Non-Members
Students
Accompanying persons

B e f o r e 
A p r 1 8
5000
6500
8000
3000
3000

Apr18-
May18
5500
7000
8500
3500
3500

After
May18
6000
7500
9000
4000
4000

Registration is online at www.hhs.se/iaee-2011. 
See registration fees, in SEK, to the right. 

Some key dates:
 
Early registration: Until April 18 
Very late registration: After May 18

Sponsors:
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Redefining the Energy Economy:Redefining the Energy Economy: 30th USAEE/IAEE
NORTH AMERICAN
CONFERENCE

30th USAEE/IAEE
NORTH AMERICAN
CONFERENCE

OCT. 9-12, 2011
CAPITAL HILTON HOTEL
WASHINGTON, DC

OCT. 9-12, 2011
CAPITAL HILTON HOTEL
WASHINGTON, DC

Changing Roles of
 Industry, Government
    and Research

Changing Roles of
 Industry, Government
    and Research

CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

As we recover from the global recession and the 
disastrous Macondo deep water oil spill, concerns 
are once again mounting about energy supply, 
and especially the environmental and carbon 
implications of continued heavy reliance upon 
fossil fuels. Will increasing energy demands 
once again drive up energy prices? How 
should governments and firms react in terms 
of developing or facilitating new supplies and 
efficiencies? How should resources and alternative 
energy sources be developed, regulated, financed, 
traded? The clash of interests resounds starkly 
here in Washington, at the U.S. government’s 
door, amid new legislation, evolving energy 
technologies, and continuing price uncertainties. 
Energy analysts, economists, financiers, 
developers, regulators, and students—each must 
revisit some basic assumptions about their roles, 
methodologies, research and planning focus,  
and the information they are using. 

This conference will bring together in Washington 
key players in the North American energy sector 
to address these questions and many others in 
plenary sessions, concurrent sessions, and a 
unique student poster session. Those interested 
in organizing sessions should propose a topic and 
possible speakers to Wumi Iledare, Concurrent 
Session Chair (wumi@lsu.edu). This conference 
will also provide networking opportunities through 
workshops, public outreach and student recruitment. 

HOSTED BY 

 
 

WITH SUPPORT FROM 

Conventional and Unconventional  
Gas and Oil Supplies
•	 Exploration and Drilling Cost Concerns
• Changing World Oil Supply/Demand Balance
• Protection of Offshore Resources Versus Oil Supplies

Markets and Drivers of Renewable Energy
• Government’s Promotional Role
• Integration of Solar and Wind Generation 

In Power Dispatch
• Capital Markets – Financing Renewables

Energy Efficiency –  
Defining and Meeting Realistic Goals
• Building Controls and Cost Allocation
• Update on FNMA Rules
• Tightening Standards 
• The Minimal Energy Society – Danish Model
• Sudden Acceleration of U.S. Automobile 

Efficiency Standards

Economic Analysis Methods and Assumptions
• Energy Data Sources
• EIA Reliability Amid Shale Gas Data Difficulties
• IEA Relevance After China Fiasco
• Private Surveys

Rising Role of Government
• Issues in Energy Regulation and Uncertainties
• Energy Trading under Dodd-Frank
• Exchange Trading Efficiencies
• Over-the-Counter Creativity

Changing Geography of Energy Demand
• Atlantic Energy
• Russian Oil and Gas Investment
• Unconventional Energy Revolution – 

North America, Europe, China 

Offshore in Crisis
• Drilling Expansion vs. Constriction
• Rising U.S. Oil Importation
• Macondo = Canadian Oil Sands Bonanza?

Global Warming Legislation Languishing 
 
 
 
 
 

Natural Gas – Bridge Fuel to More Natural Gas?
• Shale Gas Revolution and Water Issues
• LNG Trade
• Global Gas Contracts vs. Spot Market Trading
• Role of Gas in Meeting RPS or CO

2
 Emission Standards

Global Petroleum Security and Pricing
• OPEC Policies in a Changing World
• Increased U.S. Oil Importation After Macondo
• Oil Supply Crisis Looming?
• Strategic Oil Storage Policies

Electricity
• Coal Power Plant Trade-Offs
• Wind and Solar Market Penetration Issues
• Natural Gas and Wind Generation – 

Competition or Integration?
• Market Efficiency and Design
• Electricity pricing, fuel pricing and policy

Energy Capital Investment and Allocation
• Wind
• Solar
• Nuclear
• Infrastructure

Global Economic Meltdown and Energy Demand
• Energy Demand Expansion in New Industrial Asia 

and South America
• China’s Energy Policy

Energy Infrastructure 
• Capital Investment Requirements
• Costs of Capital
• Pipeline and Transmission Line Financing, Regulatory 

and Right-of-Way Issues

Energy Technology and Innovation
• Supply Expansion
• Cost Reduction
• Demand and Efficiency

Issues in Moving Beyond Petroleum in Vehicles
• Jumping the Gun with Short-Range Electric Cars
• Who Will Kill the Electric Car This Time?
• Ethanol and Biodiesel 

Energy and Wealth Distribution

Energy and Water Issues
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30TH USAEE/IAEE NORTH AMERICAN CONFERENCE

VISIT OUR CONFERENCE WEBSITE AT:  WWW.USAEE.ORG/USAEE2011/ 

CALL FOR PAPERS

We are pleased to announce the Call for Papers for the 30th USAEE/IAEE North American Conference to 
be held October 9-12, 2011 at the Capital Hilton Hotel, Washington, DC, USA. The deadline for receipt of 
abstracts is May 16, 2011.

Paper abstracts, giving a concise overview of the topic to be covered and the method of analysis,  
should be one to two pages. Abstracts should include the following brief sections: (1) overview,  
(2) methods, (3) results, (4) conclusions, and (5) references. Please visit www.usaee.org/USAEE2011/
AbstractTemplate.doc to download an abstract template. NOTE: All abstracts must conform to the 
format structure outlined in the abstract template. At least one author of an accepted paper must pay the 
registration fees and attend the conference to present the paper. The corresponding author submitting 
the abstract must provide complete contact details—mailing address, phone, fax, e-mail, etc. Authors 
will be notified by July 7, 2011 of their paper status. Authors whose abstracts are accepted will have until 
September 1, 2011, to submit their full papers for publication in the conference proceedings. While multiple 
submissions by individuals or groups of authors are welcome, the abstract selection process will seek to 
ensure as broad participation as possible: each speaker is to present only one paper in the conference. No 
author should submit more than one abstract as its single author. If multiple submissions are accepted, 
then a different co-author will be required to pay the reduced registration fee and present each paper. 
Otherwise, authors will be contacted and asked to drop one or more paper(s) for presentation. 

Abstracts should be submitted online by visiting www.usaee.org/USAEE2011/submissions.aspx
Abstracts submitted by email will not be processed. Please use the online abstract submission form.

STUDENTS 

Students may submit an abstract for the concurrent sessions. The deadline for abstracts is May 16, 2011. 
Also, students may submit a paper for consideration in the Dennis J. O’Brien USAEE/IAEE Best Student 
Paper Award Competition (cash prizes plus waiver of conference registration fees). The paper submission 
has different requirements and a different deadline. The deadline for submitting a paper for the Student 
Paper Awards is July 6, 2011. Visit www.usaee.org/usaee2011/paperawards.html for full details.

Furthermore in addition to submitting a paper, student participation is also sought via the Poster Session; 
a highly interactive event in which students set up stall around a poster and present the key results of 
their recent academic work—naturally being relevant to the conference themes—in a quickly repeated 
series of short sessions including real time Q&A from the conference delegates. Abstracts for the Poster 
Session must be submitted by the deadline of May 16, 2011. Posters and the presentations will be 
judged by an academic panel and a single cash prize of $1000 will be awarded to the student with the 
best poster presentation. Students will be notified by July 7, 2011 of their poster status. Students whose 
abstracts are accepted will have until September 1, 2011, to submit their final poster electronically (pdf) 
for publication in the conference proceedings.

Posters for actual presentation at the conference must be brought by the student directly to the 
conference venue and must be in ANSI E size (34in. wide x 44in. high) in portrait format.

Students may also inquire about our scholarships covering conference registration fees.  
Visit www.usaee.org/usaee2011/students.html for full details.

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS 

All international delegates to the 30th USAEE/IAEE North American Conference are urged to contact 
their respective consulate, embassy or travel agent regarding the necessity of obtaining a visa for entry  
into the U.S. If you need a letter of invitation to attend the conference, contact USAEE with an email  
request to usaee@usaee.org. The Conference strongly suggests that you allow plenty of time for 
processing these documents. 
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6th aeee annual Conference, spanish association for 
energy economics 
Barcelona, 20-21 January 2011

AEEE, the Spanish affiliate of the International Association for Energy Economics (IAEE) held its an-
nual Conference in Barcelona in January 2011. It was the sixth edition of this event, that every year takes 
place in a different Spanish city (Madrid, Oviedo, Bilbao, 
Sevilla and Vigo previously hosted the Conference). 

Almost ninety academics, researchers, students, regu-
lators and energy professionals met at Casa Convalescèn-
cia, a unique building of the Catalonian Modernism that 
has been used since 1930 as hospital laundry, pavilion for 
terminal illnesses and church. Nowadays, it is the head-
quarters of the Fundació Universitat Autònoma de Bar-
celona and accommodates different university activities.

Professor Inés Macho chaired the Scientific Commit-
tee that prepared the program and selected the papers. On 
the other hand, Associate Professor Laura Fernández led 
the Organizing Committee responsible for the logistics of 
the Conference. Both Committees deserve our thanks for 
their efforts, as well as different institutions that provided 
financial support.

Richard Green (University of Birmingham) was the in-
vited keynote speaker. His terrific presentation dealt with 
the current situation and reform of the British electricity 
pool. There were two other plenary sessions. On the one 
hand, a professional roundtable devoted to regulation and energy efficiency. On the other, 
a purely academic session covering two hot topics for energy economics research (smart 
grids and carbon leakage).

Twenty five papers were presented in the parallel sessions, with a specific discussant 
for each paper (the full program can be downloaded at http://www.aeee.es/en/activities.
php). It is worth noting that the IAEE collaborated in the dissemination of the call-for-
papers of the Conference and, therefore, a good number of researchers from outside 
Spain also attended the event. This growing international scope of a previously domestic 
meeting is highly welcomed. The 2011 Young AEEE Researcher award was for Carlos 
González-Pedraz, for his paper How much should we pay for interconnecting electricity 
markets? A real options approach. He received a certificate, a gift and the refund of reg-

istration fees.
Professor Andrea Bollino (IAEE 

Past-President) addressed the delegates 
at the closing session and asked re-
searchers to participate in IAEE events 
and cooperate with colleagues from other affiliates, 
particularly from neighbouring countries in Southern 
Europe. Germá Bel (Universidad de Barcelona) and 
Gonzalo Sáenz de Miera (AEEE President) closed this 
rigorous but at the same time cosy congress. 

The 2012 AEEE Annual Conference will be at Pam-
plona, a very nice town in the North of Spain, near the 
French border. The Universidad Pública de Navarra 
will host the event and Professor Pablo Arocena will be 
the Chairman of the Organizing Committee. We hope 
you can participate!

Enrique Loredo
AEEE Treasurer

eloredo@uniovi.es

Casa Convalescéncia

Tomás Gómez (U.P. Comillas) 
Presentation on Smart Electricity 
Distribution Grids

Professor Andrea Bollino
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national security & Caspian Basin Hydrocarbons   
By Bradley O’neil, robert C. Hawkins, and Cody L. Zilhaver*

Hydrocarbon reserves (natural gas and oil) from the Caspian Sea and its littoral states once con-
trolled exclusively by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and Iran now have consider-
able potential to affect U.S. national security.  The U.S., working 
in concert with the European Union (EU), must utilize both hard 
and soft power to cultivate and leverage relationships within the 
Caspian Basin to ensure hydrocarbons flow unimpeded from the 
region in order to decrease Russian and Iranian ability to use these 
resources as foreign policy tools to coerce neighboring nations and 
destabilize the region.  The U.S. must boost diplomatic efforts, en-
courage commercial energy investment, and increase joint-military 
engagements in Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Geor-
gia to diminish Russia’s regional monopoly of hydrocarbons while 
creating a wedge between Russian and Iranian energy cooperation 
to mitigate global natural gas domination.

Power Vacuum

The Caspian Sea is the largest land-locked body of salt water 
in Central Asia (roughly the size of Japan) and it carries strategic 
energy implications. See Figures 1 & 2.  Since the collapse of the 
USSR (1991), western oil and natural gas companies poured into 
the region to exploit energy interests.  However, Caspian Sea terri-
torial disputes among all five littoral nations (Azerbaijan, Kazakh-

stan, Turkmenistan, Russia and Iran) 
inhibit development efforts.  Before 
1991, the USSR and Iran divided the 
Caspian Sea in accordance with gov-
erning agreements focusing on fishing 
rights and blocking foreign-military 
presence.  Today, these agreements 
prove problematic because they do 
not accommodate the former Soviet 
Republics of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, 
and Turkmenistan that are now inde-
pendent nations.1  

Immediately following the USSR’s 
collapse, Russia focused inward for 
survival while Kazakhstan and Azer-
baijan focused outward insisting the 
Caspian Sea be divided based on a 
median line 
(Figure 3) 
where each 
state main-
tains a region 
proportional 

to its coastline length (Kazakhstan 29%, Azerbaijan 20%, Russia 16%, Turk-
menistan 21%, and Iran 14%).2  In contrast, in an attempt to capture more terri-
tory, Iran asserts any division should give each state an equal fifth (20 %) of the 
Caspian (Figure 4).3  Ultimately, the littoral nations failed to reach a collective 
agreement.  

With no existing multilateral/international territorial concurrence, Russia 

* Bradley O’Neil is a Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. 
Air Force; Robert C. Hawkins is a Major, U.S. 
Marine Corps; and Cody L. Zilhaver is a Ma-
jor, U.S. Army.  This paper was submitted to 
the Faculty of the Joint and Combined Warf-
ighting School in partial satisfaction of the 
requirements for Joint Professional Military 
Education Phase II.  The contents of this paper 
reflect the authors’ views and are not necessar-
ily endorsed by the Joint Forces Staff College 
or the Department of Defense.

 See footnotes at end of text.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Figure 38

Figure 49

signed bilateral agreements along the median lines with Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan in 2002.4  These 
individual agreements entitled each country to exercise sovereignty using the median line for seabed 
borders and common ownership on the sea surface.5  All Caspian littoral states desire to resolve the dis-
pute except for Iran which stands to lose six percent of the Caspian Sea if they agree to the median line 
division.6  Russia’s median line advocacy is in sharp contrast to the monopolistic principles of the former 

USSR.  Russia realizes the economic benefit from relations with the 
Caspian states is achieved through its vast pipeline network instead of 
forcing imperialistic influence.7

Proposed Divisions of the Caspian Sea

In spite of potential for economic prosperity, border disagreements 
continue into the 21st century.  The first Summit of Caspian Sea Heads 
of State, held in 2002, failed to achieve anything significant on the 
sea demarcation or legal status and ended without a final declara-
tion.  The littoral nations held a second Summit in 2007 with little 
progress, except declaring only Caspian countries can deploy military 
forces in the sea and not allow foreign countries to use their nations as 
military staging bases against any other littoral state.10  In November 
2010 Azerbaijan hosted the third summit of the Caspian littoral states.  
Leaders of Russia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan 
met in Baku and discussed the legal status of the Caspian Sea.  No ma-
jor breakthrough on this issue was achieved.  Iran continued to push its 
own policy. The Iranians maintain the resources of the Caspian not be 
divided according to the amount of coastland each of state has on the 
Caspian, but on an equal 20 percent of the Caspian for each nation. In 
the meantime, regional pipeline politics that distribute the vital hydro-
carbons are center stage.

Russia continues to control an elaborate pipeline network created 
during the Soviet era flowing Azeri, Kazak, and Turkmen hydrocar-
bons straight to Russia in a south–north direction allowing Russia to 
control distribution.11  However, in 2005 construction was completed 

on the $3.7 billion 1,000 mile east-west Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan 
(BTC) pipeline stretching from Baku, Azerbaijan to Ceyhan, 
Turkey via Tbilisi, Georgia.  The BTC opened access to Central 
Asian hydrocarbons outside of Russian and Iranian influence, 
while attempting to traverse the most politically and geographi-
cally acceptable areas.  

The monumental cost and political maneuvering required in 
establishing the BTC makes pursuit of similar ventures possible, 
but problematic.  The Trans-Caspian gas pipeline project between 
Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan manifests more recent frustration 
of the distribution problem.  The proposed natural gas pipeline 
would run under the Caspian Sea from Turkmenistan to Azerbai-
jan and send hydrocarbons straight to Europe.  The 1,200 mile 
pipeline stalled due to the failure of Azeri and Turkmen nego-
tiators to agree on a demarcation of their Caspian Sea border.12  
Moreover, Russia is impeding western pipeline initiatives; there-
fore, investors will not begin construction.13  

What’s at Stake

Proven Caspian Basin hydrocarbon reserves are under devel-
oped and investors remain optimistic that significant potential 
reserves remain undiscovered.14  Although, the region produces 
only 2% of today’s world oil production, the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DoE) and Energy Information Administration (EIA) esti-
mate Caspian oil is nearly 15% of total world reserves.  Likewise, 
natural gas production is only three percent of world output, but 
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these same sources estimate the actual level closer to six percent.15  However, locating and extracting the 
natural resources is only the first challenge. Caspian nations are land-locked inside Central Asia. There-
fore, companies must transport hydrocarbons through lengthy pipelines transiting unstable neighboring 
nations before reaching the marketplace.  Regional conflicts like the ongoing Armenia-Azerbaijan dis-
pute and the 2008 Russian incursion into Georgia have occurred perilously close to pipelines that snake 
their way through Central Asia.  

In spite of these concerns, the emergence of Caspian hydrocarbons is critically important.  They hedge 
against supply disruptions from other tenuous regions around the world such as the Arabian Gulf, West 
Africa, and South America and have offset potential price increases during an expected period of rapidly 
growing demand.  Just as important, profits will stimulate economic growth that enhances Central Asia’s 
stability. 16   

Disjointed U.S. Policy

Current U.S. foreign energy policy in the Caspian is in stark contrast to the past strategies under the 
Clinton and Bush administrations.  In the wake of the USSR’s dissolution, President Clinton made a 
concerted effort to secure approval for the BTC pipeline.  Likewise, prior to 9/11, George W. Bush’s top 
foreign policy priority was to increase the flow of petroleum from foreign suppliers to U.S. markets.17  
President Bush encouraged commercial investment to increase extraction and distribution capacity in-
cluding new pipelines sending oil and gas west under the Caspian Sea from Kazakhstan and Turkmeni-
stan to Azerbaijan and thereby joining with the existing BTC pipeline system.  

Conversely, the Obama administration is taking a laissez-faire approach to Caspian Basin hydrocar-
bon extraction and distribution.  According to Richard Morningstar, the U.S. Secretary of State’s special 
envoy for Eurasian energy, “we’re [U.S.] trying to depoliticize pipelines and only asking that countries 
make their own decisions in how to produce and distribute resources in the region, rather than having 
to submit to the control of Russia as the dominant supplier of Europe’s natural gas.”18  This liberal U.S. 
policy approach contributed to Pakistan and Iran agreeing in March 2010 to build a pipeline bringing 
natural gas to Pakistan.  The vast natural gas markets in Pakistan and beyond have potential to enrich 
a regime with nuclear ambitions and further Iran’s influence over a tenuous U.S. partner for the war on 
terror.19  Unlike Clinton’s administration who oversaw the BTC pipeline, Obama’s special envoy for 
Eurasian energy Richard Morningstar failed to sufficiently influence a proposed pipeline to Pakistan 
from Turkmenistan that would have met Pakistan’s requirements and forced Iran from the marketplace.

Regional Powerhouses

While U.S. energy policy ebbs and flows, Iran and Russia take the nexus of energy and foreign policy 
very seriously.  Iran is a founding member of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Counties 
(OPEC) and the Iranian Energy Minister serves as chairman of the state operated National Iranian Oil 
Company.  Iran controls the third largest oil and the second largest natural gas reserves in the world.20  
Until June 2010, Iran imported Caspian oil, refined it and exported an equivalent amount of Iranian oil 
from its Southern seaports.  This oil swap arrangement provided Iran with opportunities to position itself 
as a player in the Caspian energy market, but they were forced to cease this practice due to United Na-
tions (UN) and U.S. economic sanctions.21   However, Iran is working to consolidate its territorial claims 
in the Caspian Sea for its own hydrocarbon extraction while they build an $8 billion pipeline to deliver 
natural gas east to markets in Pakistan.

While Iran positions itself to circumvent sanctions and Caspian Sea boundary disputes, Russia’s strat-
egy and influence is well established.  Russian President Dmitry Medvedev “underscored the power of 
Gazprom, the $345 billion gas export monopoly he previously chaired.  Once a Soviet ministry, Gazprom 
is the world’s largest gas company, accounting for 20% of global supply.  It pumps a quarter of Europe’s 
gas, has diversified into oil, power and banking, and controls TV, radio and newspaper interests.”22  

Like the mythical phoenix, Russia uses hydrocarbon exports to fuel its reincarnation from the ashes 
of the USSR.  Russia controls the largest natural gas and the eighth largest oil reserves on earth.23  It is 
also the world’s largest exporter of natural gas and the second largest oil exporter.24   Russia’s objective 
regarding Caspian hydrocarbons appears focused on commercial control and limiting competition.  In 
fact, Gazprom boldly states on their webpage “we are keen to use the huge gas resources of Central Asia 
to optimize its gas supply for export.”25  Russia has significant inroads to the Caspian with its common 
history to the former Soviet countries and existing infrastructure.  
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  EU Member  Foreign Energy EU Member Foreign Energy
  Dependency   Dependency
1  Cyprus   100%  15  Germany   61%
2  Malta   100%  16  Finland   54%
3  Luxembourg  98%  17  Slovenia   52%
4  Ireland   90%  18  France   51%
5  Italy   86%  19  Bulgaria   46%
6  Portugal   83%  20  Netherlands  38%
7  Spain   81%  21  Sweden   37%
8  Belgium   77%  22  Estonia   33%
9  Austria   72%  23  Romania   29%
10  Greece   71%  24  Czech Republic  28%
11  Latvia   65%  25  United Kingdom  21%
12  Lithuania  64%  26  Poland   19%
13  Slovakia   64%  27  Denmark  0%
14  Hungary   62%    

Table 1

Near and Present Danger

In recent years, Russia developed a strong track record using energy as a foreign policy tool that 
arguably presents a U.S. national security risk.  While commanding USEUCOM, General Craddock 
expressed concerns about Russia’s intent during Congressional testimony stating, “Russia has a desire to 
influence its neighbors and the international energy market”.26   This intent was demonstrated clearly in 
January 2006 when Gazprom cut Ukraine’s natural gas supply in mid-winter after the fledgling Central 
Asian nation refused to pay a five-fold price hike.27  

Critics may argue that Russia already controlled Caspian hydrocarbons during the Soviet era and 
the U.S. didn’t consider this possession a significant threat; therefore no significant threat exists today.   
In rebuttal, the major difference is the USSR didn’t export a significant amount of oil and natural gas 
to western markets.  Western Europe only purchased three percent of their oil and two percent of their 

natural gas from the USSR in 1989.28   
Today, exports are significantly higher.  
Many EU nations are highly reliant on 
Russian hydrocarbons.  Nearly 50% 
of EU members and 75% of candidate 
countries purchase a fifth and as much 
as 100% of their natural gas require-
ments from Russia.29  When it comes to 
oil, many of these same EU nations pur-
chase 90% or more of their hydrocarbon 
requirements from Russia including Po-
land, Slovakia, Lithuania, and Hungry.30 
31  Russia created significant inroads 
supplying energy to the EU in the years 
since the USSR breakdown.  In fact, 26 
of 27 EU nations depend on external 

sources for energy and Russia is meeting their demand providing 33% and 40% of their oil and natural 
gas requirements, respectively (Table 1).32  

In spite of Russia’s significant leverage, the U.S. and EU must prevent energy cooperation and infra-
structural development between Russia and Iran.  If Russia and Iran collude to add the Caspian hydro-
carbons to their own reserves, collectively they would control nearly 20% of the world’s oil and over 
55% of the world’s natural gas.33  We are already seeing the beginning stages of this collusion unfold.  
Gazprom recently signed an agreement with the National Iranian Oil Company to “develop oil and natu-
ral gas fields, build processing facilities and transport oil from the Caspian Sea to the Gulf.”34  

Increased Diplomacy

The U.S. and EU require a long-term integrated Central Asian energy strategy.  This integration must 
include diplomatic, information, military, and economic engines of power.  First, diplomatic efforts 
should focus on resolving ongoing maritime territorial disputes.  Second, the U.S. should strengthen 
bilateral ties with each Caspian Basin nation and Georgia to build commercial and security partnerships.  
Third, USEUCOM and USCENTCOM should leverage embedded interagency and multinational part-
ners to focus on economic development and security cooperation with Central Asian states.  

Due to perceived national security implications from Russia and Iran, gaining approval on expanding 
a western backed pipeline further east into Central Asia will be a tough nut to crack.  Furthermore, the 
current maritime partition of the Caspian Sea is tied to obsolete treaties ratified by the USSR that present 
a huge obstacle to western energy exploration and extraction.35  Russia, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and 
Kazakhstan agree on the median line division of the Caspian Sea while Iran favors an equal 20% divi-
sion.36  Therefore, the lone holdout is Iran.  The U.S. must work unilaterally, or through an intermediary 
to convince Iran to accept the median line.  

The U.S. ceased diplomatic relations with Iran in 1980 and in 1981 Switzerland assumed representa-
tion of U.S. interests in Tehran.37  In the ensuing years, Iran continues to be targeted with U.S. and UN 
sanctions that support a containment policy.   The U.S. has pushed Iran into a diplomatic corner for 30 
years with limited results.  It is now time to show Iran an escape door.  The U.S. and EU must demon-
strate to Iran the benefits of U.S. diplomatic relations.  If Iran agreed to settle the Caspian Sea borders 
along the median line the U.S. and Iran can establish diplomatic ties.  The newly established diplomatic 
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ties would serve as a conduit where the U.S. and EU can entice instead of force Iran to comply with UN 
Security Council resolutions.  

President Obama opened a window of opportunity in the National Security Strategy stating “…the 
U.S. seeks a future in which Iran enjoys the political and economic opportunities that its people de-
serve.”38  Westernization in Iran is not unprecedented.  In 1953, Iran restored diplomatic relations with 
Britain as a hedge against Soviet influence.  A lucrative oil agreement was completed the following 
year.39  The westernization eventually became known as the White Revolution.  In 1961, President Ken-
nedy propelled the Iranian White Revolution by pushing a series of economic, social, and administrative 
reforms.  These initiatives contributed to unprecedented economic growth fueled by Iran’s vast petro-
leum reserves.40

Direct negotiations with either Russia or Iran are not the only options.  The U.S. and EU must attempt 
to strengthen the comparative position of the smaller countries by strengthening the diplomatic founda-
tion of the Azeri, Kazak, and Turkmen governments in relation to Russia and Iran.  There are recent suc-
cessful examples of this type of strategy.  After Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Turkey agreed to construct the 
BTC pipeline, Russia applied tremendous diplomatic pressure to scuttle the project.41  In 2005, according 
to Mr. Vuqar Mirsadig (The Caspian Shipping Company), Russia made overt attempts to delay construc-
tion by impounding ships carrying pipeline construction equipment at the passage from the Volga-Don 
channel to the Caspian Sea.42  However, the U.S. and EU skillfully employed diplomacy while simul-
taneously encouraging private sector investment in support of the project. According to Global Insight, 
“[the] BTC would never have become reality without strong political support from the U.S..”43  

The U.S. and EU can also make a more concerted effort at garnering support in the international 
community for the Trans-Caspian gas and oil pipeline initiatives.  For example, Turkmenistan recently 
dispatched officials to the UN to participate in creating “an ad-hoc panel of experts that would draft an 
agreement on international pipeline security”.44  Although the agreement is primarily focused on areas 
in which security is non existent, Turkmenistan’s intent is “…to enlist the help of the UN secretariat and 
other UN member states to withstand Russia’s pressure on energy corridors in its sphere of influence”.45  
The U.S. and EU should pressure Russia to comply with this agreement while following Turkmenistan’s 
lead in enlisting the international community to resolve the dispute.  

 Commercial Investment

If the Caspian territorial dispute can be resolved, the next logical step is to construct Trans-Caspian oil 
and gas pipelines connecting hydrocarbon fields on the Caspian east coast with Baku, Azerbaijan on the 
west coast.  Kazakhstan controls one of the largest oil reserves in the world.  From Kazakhstan, “(t)he 
pipeline would transport oil from the offshore Kashagan field, … where it would connect to the BTC oil 
pipeline.”46 (fig 2)  The only current option for transporting Kazak oil to the west coast of the Caspian is 
via surface vessels which don’t have the capacity to make them a viable alternative to Russian oil pipe-
lines.  The requirement for oil and gas pipelines beneath the Caspian Sea will become readily apparent 
in the future as the full potential of Kazak oil supplies are realized.  Estimates are, “…within 20 years 
Kazakhstan could potentially become the largest oil producing nation outside of the Middle East.”47  This 
creates a continuous link from Central Asia to the southern coast of Turkey and opens up one of the larg-
est known oil reserves to western markets unfettered by Russia and Iran.  

Large natural gas reserves in Turkmenistan provide another opportunity to expand corporate invest-
ment in pipeline infrastructure.  According to the Center for Energy Economics (CEE), Turkmenistan is 
unable to monetize a large portion of its gas reserves, currently 5th largest in the world, because Russian 
and Iranian pipelines offer access to limited markets.48  Plans began in 1999 for a Trans-Caspian natural 
gas pipeline from Turkmenistan to Baku.  This pipeline would connect to existing pipelines in Azerbaijan 
and Georgia then end in southern Turkey.49  USEUCOM must leverage effective strategic communica-
tions to underscore the benefits associated with this pipeline endeavor to court world opinion.  An area 
to highlight is the lucrative economic development created from underwater pipeline projects across the 
Caspian Sea.  For example, transit countries (Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Turkey) and the exporter (Turk-
menistan) will receive huge revenues from a Trans-Caspian natural gas pipeline. Azerbaijan, Georgia, 
and Turkey will enjoy positive returns along with an increasingly diversified energy portfolio of sup-
plies which will enable the countries to attain greater economic independence.  Turkmenistan will enjoy 
a positive net present value of $80 million per year due to reduced transport expenses.50  The influx of 
revenue will increase stability in a region that has been fraught with economic and political uncertainty 
since the fall of the USSR. 
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Security Cooperation

USEUCOM and USCENTCOM can directly influence and facilitate U.S. energy policy operationally 
and strategically.  Better economic and security ties along with an effective security cooperation strategy 
complimenting other aspects of the Whole of Government approach can synchronize and transmit U.S. 
intentions or mask them.  In order to be effective, EUCOMs military to military engagement must bal-
ance an effective country engagement with the geo-political consequences associated with the region.  
Since 2001, the U.S. provided support to the Caspian Guard which is described as “…an initiative which 
established an integrated airspace, maritime and border control regime for the nations of Azerbaijan and 
Kazakhstan.” 51  USCENTCOM should leverage this program by encouraging Turkmenistan to join the 
Caspian Guard thereby enhancing capacity for regional security.  Turkmenistan’s geo-strategic location 
makes it a prime partner for security cooperation.   The country is located east of Azerbaijan; shares 
its northern border with Kazakhstan and southern border with Iran and Afghanistan.  This places the 
country astride a natural east west transit corridor between Europe and Asia.  Consequently, the benefits 
of increasing Turkmenistan’s maritime security capacity are huge as it would increase interoperability 
with other littoral countries while improving the country’s ability to fend off trans-national threats.  In-
creasing the competence and capabilities of indigenous security forces creates stability.  Consequently, 
private sector investment follows thereby increasing economic development. 

USEUCOM & USCENTCOM should increase Azeri, Kazak, and Turkmen security capacity im-
provement through Foreign Military Sales (FMS) programs that provide modern military equipment to 
foreign nations.  In 2002, the U.S. sold three Coast Guard Cutters to Azerbaijan for use in support of 
the Caspian Guard initiative.52  Combatant commands must expand FMS programs to put an indigenous 
face on security initiatives while belaying Russian and Iranian concerns in regards to foreign militariza-
tion of the Caspian Sea.  

Conclusion

U.S. and EU influence in Central Asia is paramount to the economic and security strategies of both 
entities.  The known and potential Caspian Basin hydrocarbon reserves are significant.  Russian and to 
a lesser extent Iran continue to dominate the control and distribution of these resources.  As a result, 
Russia and Iran have been able to forward their economic agendas at the expense of the Central Asian 
countries.  The U.S. and EU offer a viable pipeline alternative that allow Central Asian countries to re-
tain greater proceeds from hydrocarbon extraction.  

The difficulty lies in encouraging Iran to cooperate with a viable division of the Caspian and Russia 
agreeing to the construction of sub-surface pipelines under the Caspian Sea.  In order to achieve these 
objectives, the U.S. and EU must skillfully balance hard and soft power to dissuade Russia and Iran 
while gaining the support of the international community.  The U.S. must remain vigilant against an 
obstinate Iran.  However, possible diplomatic overtures with Iran could pave the way for a Caspian Sea 
boundary agreement.  At the very least, if rebuffed by the Iranians, the U.S. and EU can attain interna-
tional legitimacy that may pave the way to resolve the Caspian Sea border dispute and facilitate pipeline 
construction without acquiescence from Iran.
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China’s Oil “adventure” into Venezuela
By Mamdouh g. salameh*

Introduction

Venezuela is one of the world’s largest exporters of crude oil and the largest in the Western Hemi-
sphere. In 2009, the country was the eighth-largest net oil exporter in the world with exports of 1.83 
million barrels a day (mbd). The oil sector is of central importance to the Venezuelan economy: it ac-
counts for more than three-quarters of total Venezuelan export revenues, about half of total government 
revenues, and around one-third of total gross domestic product (GDP). As a founding member of the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), Venezuela is an important player in the global 
oil market.1

However, Venezuela’s oil industry, hampered by years of mismanagement and shortage of highly 
trained cadre of engineers and technical staff, is a mess.2 Even allowing for OPEC’s production cuts, 
Venezuela is currently producing less than 60% of its production potential.3 Moreover, its refineries are 
inadequate and long-term plans for expanding production capacity may have to be scaled back because 
of lack of investments.

Reserves

According to the Oil & Gas Journal (OGJ), Venezuela had 99.4 billion barrels (bb) of oil reserves in 
2010, the sixth-largest in the world and the largest in South America.

In January 2010, the United States Geological Survey (USGS) estimated that there may be more than 
513 bb of extra-heavy crude oil and bitumen deposits and 135 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in Ven-
ezuela’s Orinoco belt region.  That is twice the proven reserves of Saudi Arabia.  

Venezuela is pressing forward with plans to become the world’s leader in crude reserves. It has been 
making an enormous energy power play lately, certifying massive oil deposits in the country’s Orinoco 
Belt and increasing ventures with foreign nations particularly China. In 2008, Venezuela announced that 
it had already certified 50 bb of new reserves. 

If all goes according to plan, Venezuela will overtake Saudi Arabia in proven reserves to become the 
most oil-rich country in the world. President Chavez said recently in a statement that “Venezuela hopes 
to end 2010 with the incorporation of another 105 bb of proven reserves. With this achievement, Venezu-
ela would become the country with the biggest proven reserves (316 bb) on the planet”.4

Experts, however, note that Venezuela will struggle to develop its extra-heavy oil reserves in a timely 
fashion given its lack of infrastructure investment and the ongoing nationalizations. Oil industry experts 
suggest that Petroleos de Venezuela S.A (PDVSA), the country’s state-run oil and natural gas company, 
needs to invest at least $3 bn annually in its existing fields just to maintain current production levels.5

Crude Oil Production & Exports

Venezuela’s actual level of oil production is difficult to determine, with the government and indepen-
dent industry analysts offering different estimates.

 In 2009, Venezuela’s crude oil production averaged 2.44 mbd with net exports amounting to 1.83 mbd 
(see Table 1). This is a far cry from the production level of 3.24 mbd in 2000. Numerous causes were 
responsible for the lower level of production, including natural depletion at older fields, maintenance, 
and compliance with OPEC production cuts. As of January 2010, Venezuela’s OPEC production target 
was 2.21 mbd.

 Acording to industry estimates, about 600,000 barrels a day (b/d) are con-
verted from the extra-heavy crude and bitumen with approximately 9 API to 
lighter, sweeter crude known as syncrude.

Venezuela nationalized its oil industry in the 1970s, creating a national oil & 
gas company known as PDVSA. Along with being Venezuela’s largest employer, 
PDVSA accounts for about one-third of the country’s GDP, 50% of the govern-
ment’s revenue and 80% of Venezuela’s export earnings.6

In the 1990s, Venezuela re-opened its upstream oil sector to private invest-
ment. This policy facilitated the creation of 32 operating service agreements 
and four strategic associations, each operated by a non-PDVSA entity. In recent 
years, Venezuela has moved to largely undo most of these initiatives, including 
mandating PDVSA majority ownership of all oil projects and increasing tax and 
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 See footnotes at end of text.
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royalty rates on new and existing 
projects.7

In 2002, nearly half of PDVSA’s 
employees walked off the job in 
protest against the rule of Presi-
dent Chavez. The strike severely 
impacted PDVSA, largely bring-
ing the company’s operations to a 
halt. PDVSA fired 18,000 employ-
ees following the strike.  Industry 
analysts believe that the strike did 

permanent damage to PDVSA’s production capacity and human resources and remains a major contrib-
uting factor to continued declines in production in recent years.

In 2009, Venezuela embarked on a further nationalization of the oil sector when PDVSA took control 
of many service contractors in the Lake Maracaibo region.

U.S.-Venezuela Oil Ties

The United States is still the largest destination of Venezuela’s oil exports. However, Venezuelan oil 
exports to the United States have steadily declined from 1.74 mbd in 1988 to about 950,000 b/d in 2009 
(see Table 2). Historically, Venezuela has been one of the most important suppliers of foreign oil to the 
United States, but that importance has diminished over time.

One of the fastest growing destinations of Venezuelan crude oil exports has been China. In 2008, 
China imported 120,000 b/d of crude oil from Venezuela, up from 39,000 b/d in 2005.  China is projected 
to expand its Venezuelan oil imports to 1 mbd by 2012.8

Though Venezuela has repeatedly threatened to cut off its oil exports to the United States, analysts 
say the two countries are mutually dependent. Venezuela supplies around 1 mbd of crude oil to the U.S. 
market according to the EIA. However, in order to wholly replace the U.S. market – home to refineries 
that can refine Venezuela’s heavy crude oil into a marketable product – Chavez must expand his domes-
tic capacity to refine heavy oil as well as transport it to alternative markets where there are customized 

refineries. According to the O&GJ, Venezuela’s re-
fining capacity currently stands at 1.28 mbd.   

PDVSA also wholly owns five refineries in the 
United States and partly owns four refineries, ei-
ther through partnerships with U.S. companies or 
through PDVSA’s U.S. subsidiary, CITGO.9

The World Bank says that Venezuela will con-
tinue in the short term to be a key player in the U.S. 
market and that it will be difficult in the short term 

for Venezuela to make a significant shift in supply from the United States. Nonetheless, Chavez has been 
trying hard to diversify his oil clients in order to lessen his country’s dependence on the United States. 

China’s Oil Involvement in Venezuela

Under the cloak of Washington’s indifference, President Chavez is making steady progress in cement-
ing strategic relations with China, which is eager to establish a strong presence in a key, mineral-rich 
South American economy. China has funnelled money and expertise into Venezuela’s oil industry. With 
so much to gain in trade and oil, China will strive to keep Chavez in power.10

In the last six years, China has increased its presence in Venezuela’s oil industry dramatically, filling a 
void as Chavez muscles out U.S. and even local expertise. China’s growing role in Venezuela is a direct 
result of Chavez’s systematic drive to supplant U.S. influence in his country.

Bilateral trade between China and Venezuela has grown very significantly from $85.5 million in 1999 
to about $9 bn in 2008.11  Due in part to Chavez’s moves to strangle commerce with Colombia to punish 
it for its close relationship with the United States, China edged out Colombia in 2009 to become Venezu-
ela’s second-largest trade partner (behind the U.S. oil market). And while China’s exports to Venezuela 
have grown over 30% per year from 2000 to 2009, U.S. exports have grown by only 6% per year during 
the same period.

Recent bids by Chinese companies in Venezuela’s Orinoco Belt represent a significant leap forward in 
the size of Chinese investment in the country and the quantity of oil that the Chinese expect to extract.12

 2000 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2015 2020 2030
Production 3.24 2.94 2.81 2.61 2.50 2.44* 2.21* 3.20 4.00 4.50
Consumption 0.50 0.58 0.61 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.63 0.71 0.82 1.05
exports 2.74 2.36 2.20 2.01 1.89 1.83 1.58 2.49 3.18 3.45         

Sources: BP Statistical Review of World Energy, June 2010 / Platts, www.platts.com /
               US Energy Information Administration (EIA) / Author’s projections.
* Compliance with OPEC production cuts.

Table 1
Venezuela’s Current & Projected Oil Production Consumption & Exports (2000 – 2030) 
(mbd)

1988 1996 2002 2007 2008 2009 2010
Oil imports                  1.74     1.69     1.42    1.36     1.19     0.95      0.92*
as a % of Us imports   26        18        12       10         9          8           7

Sources: BP Statistical Review of World Energy, 1989-2010 / EIA.
* Estimate 

Table 2
US Oil Imports from Venezuela (1988 – 2010)
(mbd)
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A series of recent investments and loans totalling $44 bn will expand China’s Venezuelan oil imports 
from 120,000 b/d in 2008 to 1 mbd by 2012. 

Although Venezuela continues to discuss oil concessions with Western oil companies, only a few 
are prepared to invest billions of dollars in Venezuela in light of the regime’s expanding nationalization 
drive. Given its voracious appetite for oil, China is willing to deal with Chavez and is able to extract 
favourable terms for its investment. 

China’s payment in July 2010 of $4 bn to Venezuela is the latest tangible evidence of this mutually 
beneficial relationship. This first payment is part of a deal in which China will lend $20 bn to Venezu-
ela in exchange for oil deliveries over the next ten years.  Venezuela is servicing this debt by shipping 
200,000 b/d to China.13   

China’s Thirst for Oil

China consumed 8.63 mbd in 2009 and imported 4.42 mbd, making it the second-largest oil consumer 
and importer in the world behind the United States.14 China’s projected oil consumption in 2010 could 
reach 9.20 mbd. By contrast, China’s oil production in 2010 is forecast to remain relatively flat at around 
3.7 mbd. These factors make China crucial to Chavez’s strategic objective of ending his country’s depen-
dence on oil exports to the United States.

However, in order to wholly replace the U.S. market, Chavez must expand his domestic capacity to 
refine heavy oil as well as transport it to alternative markets where there are customized refineries. 

That is where China comes in. Starting from a minuscule role in Venezuela’s oil market at the time of 
Chavez’s election, China is today involved  through “upstream” operations, massive capital investments, 
long-term purchase agreements and strategic planning, in the exploration, exploitation, transportation, 
refining and distribution of Venezuela’s heavy crude oil.

China’s National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) is driving a hard bargain for its participation in the 
exploration of the “Junin Block 4” in the Orinoco Belt, but it is clearly eager to tap this new oil. More-
over, China is set to begin shortly the construction of a new $8-bn refinery in Guangdong Province that, 
when it becomes operational in 2013, will be capable of receiving oil produced at the Junin 4 site. This 
refinery is one of several that would boost China’s capability to receive and process more than 1 mbd 
of Venezuela’s crude oil. To open up this new supply chain, China is bankrolling the urgent purchase of 
four to six oil tankers for the transport of Venezuelan oil exports, with the first of these set for delivery 
late in 2011.15

China’s Global Oil Diplomacy

China’s growing involvement in Venezuela is an integral part of its global oil diplomacy. China is 
very aware that its robust economic growth would falter without secure oil supplies. China’s global oil 
diplomacy is, therefore, geared towards ensuring that this never happens.

The growing dependence on oil imports has created an increasing sense of ‘energy insecurity’ among 
Chinese leaders. The Chinese military argue that China’s energy security needs to be taken ‘seriously 
and dealt with strategically’16 That means less reliance on the Middle East, less transportation of oil via 
sea lanes policed by the U.S. Navy, more oil brought in by pipeline across Asia and by tanker across the 
Pacific and more capability for the Chinese navy to protect Chinese tankers. Henry Kissinger has warned 
of a potential great-power conflict over oil: this is it. 

For decades the doctrine of peaceful rise has meant that China has tried to secure energy and raw 
materials without confronting the United States and the West. China’s long-standing willingness to deal 
with states that the West regards pariahs is in part a recognition that dealing with Sudan, Angola, Iran or 
Uzbekistan allows China to avoid direct confrontation with Western interests.  However, the larger China 
has become, the sheer scale of its energy needs has forced it more and more to intrude into areas that the 
United States regards as its own sphere of influence such as Venezuela. 

China’s penetration into the U.S. backyard could have profound political and economic implications 
for the U.S., as it is dependent for one-third of its oil on imports from South American oil suppliers that 
it can’t afford to lose to China. China’s global oil diplomacy could bring it into conflict with the United 
States unless both countries find a constructive accommodation that allows them to do business.

Conclusions

Under the cloak of Washington’s indifference, President Chavez is making steady progress in cement-
ing strategic relations with China principally in the oil field. For Chavez, such a strategy enables him to 
achieve his political ambitions of eliminating U.S. political influence in his country and also reducing his 
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country’s dependence on oil exports to the United States. 
For China, its growing involvement in Venezuela is an integral part of its global oil diplomacy. China 

is very aware that its robust economic growth would falter without secure oil supplies. China’s global oil 
diplomacy is, therefore, geared towards ensuring that this never happens.

Though China’s involvement in Venezuela could be construed by some political analysts as an intru-
sion into the U.S. back yard, China has no interest in supplanting U.S. influence in Venezuela. Its only 
interest is oil supply security and the diversification of its oil supply sources.

Historically, Venezuela has been one of the most important suppliers of foreign oil to the United States 
and the U.S. government would have liked to keep its relationship with Venezuela on an even keel. If 
this is not going to be, it is not a great loss to the U.S. oil market since Canada with as great oil reserves 
as Venezuela could easily fill the gap. 

China’s presence in Venezuela should not, therefore, be treated as a threat to U.S. national interests 
but a purely commercial venture by a country seeking to quench its thirst for oil.

Footnotes
1    U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), Independent Statistics & Analysis, 30 November 2010.
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3    Calculated by the author on the basis of available data from different sources.
4    Venezuela Oil Reserves Could Be World’s Largest: What It Means for the U.S., AOL News, Surge Desk, p.2.

5    Cesar J. Alvarez & Stephanie Hanson, Venezuela’s Oil-Based 
Economy, Council on Foreign Relations, February 9, 2009, p. p.5.

6     EIA, Country Analysis: Venezuela.
7     Ibid.
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Hydrocarbon Production Update: Colombia, Brazil, Mexico 
and Venezuela
By Miranda Wainberg*

Oil and gas production trends have varied widely among Latin American countries over the five year 
period 2005 through 2009. See Figures 1 & 2. Colombia and Brazil have registered positive produc-
tion growth while Argentina, Mexico and Venezuela 
are continuing to struggle with production declines 
in oil, natural gas or both. These varied results are 
linked to the “commercial frameworks” for hydro-
carbon sector investment in each country, e.g., the 
policies and regulations associated with hydrocar-
bon sector organization and governance; national 
oil company organization and governance; fiscal 
regime design and regulatory practices and quality.1 

Colombia: Positive Transformation

In 2003 foreign direct investment in Colombia’s 
hydrocarbon sector had dropped to about $300 million 
from $1.4 billion in 2000;2 production and reserves con-
tinued to decline and Colombia was in danger of losing 
its self-sufficiency in oil production as well as its oil 
exporting status. The hydrocarbon sector was plagued 
by continuing guerilla attacks. Only 15 percent of the 
country’s sedimentary basins had been explored.

By the end of 2009, Colombia saw its oil and gas 
production grow by 24% and 57%, respectively, from 
2005 to 2009.3  In 2008, 86 companies were operating in Colombia’s hydrocarbon sector and foreign 
direct investment in the sector grew from US$278 million in 2003 to US$3.4 billion in 2008.4  Capital 
expenditures by Colombia’s national oil company, Ecopetrol, increased from US$617 million in 2004 to 
close to US$3 billion in 2008.5 

What occasioned this remarkable turnaround?  In 2003 the Colombian government embarked on a 
major restructuring of its hydrocarbon sector commercial frameworks, particularly in the areas of sec-
tor organization and public governance; corporate governance of Ecopetrol; fiscal regime redesign and 
regulatory regime redesign.

An independent upstream regulatory agency, the National Hydrocarbons Agency (ANH), was created to 
manage exploration bidding rounds and associated contracts. Private companies were no longer required 
to partner with Ecopetrol and Ecopetrol had to compete with private companies in ANH exploration bid-
ding rounds. The fiscal regime was revised and made Colombia one of the most attractive hydrocarbon 
investment areas in Latin America in terms of prospectivity and contractual terms.6 With the assistance of 
the military, the Colombian government made significant improvements in hydrocarbon sector security.7

Ecopetrol was transformed from a wholly state-owned entity to a mixed economy company, which in-
corporates private capital of 10% of the total.8  The company’s commercial focus was sharpened with the 
transfer of regulatory responsibilities to the ANH. As a mixed economy company, Ecopetrol was allowed 
to separate its investment budget from Colombia’s national investment budget and national limits on its 
debt issuance were removed. The Colombian government assumed responsibility for refunding to refin-
ers gasoline and diesel price subsidies, relieving Ecopetrol of  about a US$10 billion burden annually.

Challenges remain for Colombia and Ecopetrol, especially in the areas of reserve replacement, re-
gional hydrocarbon revenue management, security in frontier areas and the timely refund of price subsi-
dies. Nevertheless, the transformation begun in 2003, if it continues, could serve as an example for other 
governments and national oil companies. 

Brazil: Strong Performer Facing Challenges

Brazil is currently the third largest oil producer in Latin America, behind Mex-
ico and Venezuela. Brazil has made strong gains in oil production and, to a lesser 
extent, in natural gas production, in contrast to the declining BOE production 

* Miranda Wainberg is with the Center for En-
ergy Economics, Bureau of Economic Geol-
ogy, University of Texas at Austin.
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experienced by Mexico and Venezuela from 2005 to 2009. The country’s oil production exceeded con-
sumption in 2009 and Brazil is expected to assume export status for both oil and natural gas as its huge 
pre-salt fields undergo development and exploitation.

However, Brazil and its national oil company, Petrobras, have not always been significant oil and gas 
producers.  In the early 1990s, Petrobras, in addition to lackluster upstream performance, faced signifi-
cant financial difficulties and became increasingly reliant on funding from Brazil’s already overburdened 
treasury for its exploration and production program.9 As a result, in 1995 the Brazilian government intro-
duced major reforms in the areas of hydrocarbon sector organization and governance; Petrobras corpo-
rate organization and governance; fiscal regimes and regulatory structures. The 1995 reforms provided 
the initial platform that would propel Brazil’s and Petrobras’ strong oil and gas production and reserve 
growth going forward and served as an example for other countries, most notably Colombia.

Brazil’s 1995 hydrocarbon sector reforms included: (1) the loss of Petrobras’ hydrocarbon sector 
monopoly and the introduction of private company competition into all sectors, including the politically 
sensitive upstream; (2) the establishment of an independent upstream regulatory agency, the ANP, to 
manage exploration bidding rounds and associated contracts, relieving Petrobras of these non-com-
mercial responsibilities; (3) removal of the requirement for private companies to partner with Petrobras 
in exploration, and (4) the partial privatization of Petrobras to increase access to international capital 
markets for investment funds and to subject the company to increased market scrutiny and discipline, 
thereby compelling improved management performance.  Brazilian government voting ownership of the 
company was reduced from 82 percent to 56 percent. 

Today Petrobras is an integrated oil and gas company that is the largest corporation in Brazil and one 
of the largest companies in Latin America in terms of revenues.  It is active in 23 countries with a focus 
on Latin America.  The company is internationally renowned for its innovation and expertise in deep and 
ultra-deep water exploration and production.10 

However, Brazil and Petrobras are not without significant challenges and substantial business, execu-
tion and financial risks going forward. Pre-salt exploration and development is unknown, technologi-
cally complex and very expensive.  Petrobras will have to manage a ramp up in capital expenditures and 
activity of a magnitude it has not had to deal with previously in an environment where it may face ser-
vices and human resources shortages.  As a result of the pre-salt discoveries, the Brazilian government 
is implementing major changes to the country’s hydrocarbon sector organization and governance, some 
of which are reversing parts of the 1995 reforms and are increasing government influence in the sector.11

These changes could increase the complexity and uncertainty of Petrobras’ and Brazil’s future operating 
environment and could make Brazil’s hydrocarbon sector less attractive to private capital.

Mexico: At a Crossroads

In 2004, Mexico ranked third in crude oil production.  By 2009 the country had fallen to seventh 
place. Oil production declined 21% from 2005 to 2009.  Although natural gas production increased 29% 
from 2005 to 2009, Mexico has continued to be a net natural gas importer since 1999.12 The declining oil 
and gas production performance of Mexico and its national oil company, Pemex, is linked to the coun-
try’s commercial frameworks relating primarily to hydrocarbon sector organization and governance; 
Pemex corporate organization and governance and the fiscal regime for Pemex.

Mexico’s hydrocarbon sector organization and governance has had a strong impact on recent Pemex 
production performance. Since 1938 the Mexican Constitution has granted a monopoly to Pemex with 
respect to oil and gas exploration and production. As a result, private companies and non-Mexican na-
tional oil companies are prohibited from undertaking exploration and production activities in Mexico 
on an equity basis.13 This constitutional provision has shielded Pemex from competitive pressures that 
typically impel improvements in a company’s operating practices. In addition, it has deprived Pemex of 
access to advanced technologies and world class management practices through partnerships and/or joint 
ventures with third parties in Mexico.14 As Pemex moves to increasingly complex geologies and frontier 
areas like the deep water Gulf of Mexico in order to reverse declining production, this lack of access to 
world class technologies and management practices becomes a serious obstacle to success.

With respect to Pemex’s organization, the company is a 100% state-owned “decentralized entity” of 
the Mexican government instead of an independent commercial entity. As such, the company has his-
torically been managed as a government bureaucracy subject to standard government agency operating 
practices in areas such as procurement of goods and services that have been burdensome and inappropri-
ate for an oil and gas company. In addition, Pemex’s annual capital budget is part of Mexico’s national 
budget and must be approved by the Mexican Congress.  The company must compete with other social 
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and economic programs for funding and the level of approved funding historically has led to underin-
vestment in oil and gas activities, contributing to the recent production declines. Historically the corpo-
rate governance of Pemex has been opaque and highly politicized thereby blurring management account-
ability for results. Multiple government agencies are involved in approving certain Pemex activities and 
the President of Mexico appoints ten of the fifteen members of the Board of Directors, historically other 
cabinet officials, as well as the Director General of Pemex.  

Pemex has been subjected to an onerous fiscal regime which has led to underinvestment in oil and 
gas exploration and production, contributing to recent production declines. The Mexican government 
relies on taxes and dividends paid by Pemex for about 40% of its public revenue and in some years the 
company has paid up to 90% of its pre-tax profit in taxes and dividends. The company’s free cash flow is 
not sufficient to fund its capital program and, as a result, its debt level has soared. Pemex’s access to in-
ternational debt markets is increasingly predicated on presumed “extraordinary support” by the Mexican 
government if a crisis should occur.15

The Mexican government has tried to address some of these issues in the past without changing the 
constitution or the basic organization of the hydrocarbon sector and Pemex, most notably the multiple 
service contract structure for non-associated gas exploration by third parties and intermittent tax relief 
for Pemex. After seven grueling months of debate the latest reform package was finalized in fall 2008.  
This package consisted of a number of laws and revisions geared toward facilitating PEMEX investment, 
gradually integrating some modicum of upstream competition through a restructured service contract, 
and providing some upstream oversight through the new National Hydrocarbons Commission (CNH). 
The reforms also targeted improved corporate governance of Pemex through the appointment of inde-
pendent directors; improving Board of Directors oversight of key operating and financial areas; relieving 
the company of inappropriate government procurement practices and offering Pemex “citizen’s bonds” 
to Mexican citizens in an effort to subject the company to some level of market discipline. The reform 
also included a special tax regime with lower tax rates and higher limits on permitted deductions for 
Chicontepec and deep water prospects.  Key questions relative to the effort reform are:16

• Will the 2008 energy reform prevent the rapid decline in oil production?
• Can the new model service contracts for exploration and production attract the interest of interna-

tional oil companies, non-Mexican national oil companies or other private companies?
• Will this new legal framework for the oil industry and the participation of new regulatory agencies 

facilitate the introduction of further and deeper reforms in the future?

Venezuela: Major Hurdles

Venezuela has the Western Hemisphere’s largest conventional proven oil reserves at 172 billion bar-
rels as of year-end 2009.  Much of Venezuela’s resource endowment consists of substantial extra-heavy 
crude oil and bitumen deposits, most of which are situated in the Orinoco Belt located in Central Venezu-
ela. Despite its exceptional resource endowment, Venezuelan oil production declined 17% from 2005 to 
2009 and natural gas production remained essentially flat. The declining oil production performance of 
Venezuela and its national oil company, PdVSA, is linked to changes the President Chavez administra-
tion has made in hydrocarbon sector organization and governance; PdVSA corporate organization and 
governance; fiscal regime design and regulatory quality. 

In 2005 a new Organic Hydrocarbons Law was enacted in Venezuela which required private compa-
nies operating under service agreements contracted with PdVSA in the 1990s to transition to new part-
nerships with PdVSA pursuant to terms that increased PdVSA’s equity interest and operational control 
in the projects and increased the government’s share of the projects’ profits. All the private companies 
except ConocoPhillips and Exxon Mobil transitioned to the new partnership arrangements.17  In addition, 
tax rates on oil projects were raised four times since 2004 for oil projects. As a result, although most 
private investors already in Venezuela remained in Venezuela, the changes in hydrocarbon sector organi-
zation and the fiscal regime discouraged new investments and new investors, contributing to the decline 
in oil production. Venezuela ranked third highest in the Fraser Institute 2009 Global Petroleum Survey  
for the number of negative factors serving as a deterrent to upstream investment.

The President Chavez regime also made significant changes in PdVSA organization, governance and 
regulation. PdVSA was once a model for other national oil companies with respect to value creation, 
managerial and technical competence, commercial relationships and partnerships and government non-
interference in commercial matters. In 2003 PdVSA was restructured and 18,300 employees, close to 25 
percent of its workforce, primarily those with top management and engineering capabilities, were fired. 
PdVSA’s operations are now more closely supervised by Venezuela’s Ministry of Energy and Petroleum 
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and the Minister now serves as the President of PdVSA.  The members of the Board of Directors are 
appointed by Presidential Decree and can be reappointed indefinitely until removed by the President of 
Venezuela. The transformation of PdVSA into an organ of the state with the resulting loss of organiza-
tional efficiency and effectiveness also contributed to declining oil production.

In 2008 the Venezuelan government changed PdVSA’s charter and mission statement to allow it to 
participate in any industry that could contribute to social development, including health care, education 
and agriculture.18  These “non-commercial, non-oil related” obligations are estimated in PdVSA’s 2008 
annual report to be on the order of $14 billion annually.  As a result of these non-commercial obligations 
as well as the high level of taxes paid by PdVSA to the Venezuelan government which constitute about 
50% of the public budget, has led to underinvestment by the company in the hydrocarbon sector in recent 
years, also contributing to the decline in oil production. 

Since the fiscal burdens on PdVSA are unlikely to change while President Chavez remains in office, 
medium to long term production growth will have to come from private company investment. Recogniz-
ing this fact, Venezuela auctioned Orinoco heavy oil blocks to foreign investors under softened fiscal 
terms in 2009-2010. The U.S. Geological Survey has estimated recoverable reserves of 513 billion bar-
rels in Orinoco, double Saudi Arabia.19 Consortia led by Repsol, Chevron, ENI and Gazprom, in part-
nership with PdVSA (60%), bid up to $US80 billion on Orinoco blocks Carabobo and Junin in 2010.20

The size and attractiveness of the Orinoco “prize” appeared to trump Venezuela’s negative investment 
climate. The development of the Junin and Carabobo blocks will be extremely demanding and will re-
quire unprecedented investments, technology deployment and coordination between the companies and 
Venezuelan authorities.21  It remains to be seen if such a challenging project can be successfully imple-
mented in Venezuela given its hostile political environment and PdVSA’s diminished capacity. 

Footnotes
1 For a more detailed discussion of these considerations for these Latin American NOCs, see Ap-

pendix and Companion to Chapter 16 - Hydrocarbon Sector Regulation and Cross-border Trade in the 
Western Hemisphere in Energy Cooperation in the Western Hemisphere, Center for Strategic and Inter-
national Studies, 2007 (the Appendix was prepared by CEE-UT); and A Citizen’s Guide to National Oil 
Companies, a joint effort of the World Bank and CEE-UT (http://www.beg.utexas.edu/energyecon/nocs/).  

2 ESMAP, 2005, Comparative Study on the Distribution of Oil Rents in Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru, 
Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance Programme (ESMAP, January 2005).

3 All references to oil and gas production volumes, increases and decreases based on information in the BP 
Statistical Review of World Energy 2010 available at www.bp.com.

4 Armando Zamora Reyes, ANH Director General, 2009 presentation at the Herold Pacesetters Energy Confer-
ence.www.anh.gov.co/media/presentaciones 

5 Ecopetrol 2008 SEC Form 20F.  http://www.ecopetrol.co.com/english 
6 Armando Zamora Reyes, ANH Director General, 2009 presentation at the Herold Pacesetters Energy Confer-

ence.www.anh.gov.co/media/presentaciones 
7 “Politica de Consolidacion de la Seguridad Democratica: Resultados y Retos”, January 2008, available at 

www.anh.gov.co/media/salaPrensa/juan_carlos_pinzon.ppt. 
8 Ecopetrol 2008 SEC Form 20F available at http://www.ecopetrol.co.com/english. The company is authorized 

to increase private ownership to 20%, which would reduce the government’s interest to 80%.
9 CEE-UT, 2006, “Brazil’s restructuring of the Oil & Gas Industry”, http://www.beg.utexas.edu/energyecon/

new-era/case_studies/Brazil_Restructuring_of_the_Oil_Gas_Industry.pdf. 
10 Eva Dantas and Martin Bell, 2006, “The Development of Firm-Centered Knowledge Networks in Emerging 

Economies: The Case of Petrobras in the Offshore Oil Innovation System in Brazil,”  Paper presented at the Druid 
Summer Conference 2006 on Knowledge, Innovation and Competitiveness: Dynamics of Firms, Networks and 
Institutions, Copenhagen (June).

11 Drago, Bruno, 2011, “Brazil Pre-Salt: A New Legal Framework for the Oil Industry in Brazil,” Demarest e 
Almeida Advogados, Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (January).

12 Oil and gas reserves, production and consumption data from BP Statistical Review of World Energy, www.bp.com. 
13 An equity basis would entail ownership of reserves and production.
14 Further Pemex has not operated internationally, historically, outside of a refining joint venture with Shell in 

Deer Park, Texas. 
15 “Moody’s Global Integrated Oil & Gas Industry Rating Methodology,” November 2009 available at www.

moodys.com. 
16 Communications with CNH and other government officials.  Also see Carlos Manuel Rodriquez and Thomas 
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Black, March 29, 2010, “PEMEX Performance Contracts May Fail to Attract”, Bloomberg.
17 ConocoPhillips and ExxonMobil sought relief in international arbitration courts. 
18 “Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A.: Full Rating Report,” November 19, 2010 available at www.fitchratings.com. 
19 “Venezuela’s Carabobo,” Financial Times, February 11, 2010 available at www.ft.com.
20 Voght, David, “Heavy Oil in Venezuela,” Presentation to the La Jolla XIX Latin American Energy Confer-

ence,  IPD Latin America, May 11, 2010.
21 Mander, Benedict, “Venezuela secures $80 billion oil investment,” Financial Times, February 16, 2010 avail-

able at www.ft.com. 

special OFid/iaee support Fund For students From developing Countries

IAEE is pleased to announce the continuation of a special program which offers support to students from developing 
countries to participate in four of the Association’s conferences in 2011.  This program is generously underwritten by the 
OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID) and the International Association for Energy Economics.  The support 
will consist of a cash stipend of up to $1500.00 plus waiver of conference registration fees for a limited number of eligible 
students, who are citizens of developing countries and current IAEE members (the student can be registered as full-time 
student in programs of study anywhere in the world), to attend either the 3rd ELAEE conference in Buenos Aires, Argen-
tina, April 18-19, 2011, the 4th NAEE/IAEE International Conference in Abuja, Nigeria, April 25-26, 2011, the 34th IAEE 
International Conference in Stockholm, Sweden, June 19-23, 2011 or the 30th USAEE/IAEE North American Conference in 
Washington, DC, October 9-12, 2011.  

Application deadlines for these conferences are as follows:  Buenos Aires Conference – application cut-off date, January 
24, 2011; Abuja Conference – application cut-off date, January 31, 2011; Stockholm Conference – application cut-off date, 
March 28, 2011; Washington Conference – application cut-off date, July 18, 2011.  

Please submit the following information electronically to iaee@iaee.org to have your request for support considered.  
Make the subject line of your email read “Application to OFID/IAEE Support Fund (mention the conference you wish to 
attend).”
Full name, mailing address, phone/fax/email, country of origin and educational degree pursuing.  
• A letter stating you are a full-time graduate/college student, a brief description of your coursework and energy inter-
ests, and the professional benefit you anticipate from attending the conference.  The letter should also provide the name and 
contact information of your main faculty supervisor or your department chair, and should include a copy of your student 
identification card.
• A letter from your academic faculty, preferably your faculty supervisor, recommending you for this support and high-
lighting some of your academic research and achievements, and your academic progress. 
• A cost estimate of your travel/lodging expenses to participate in one of the above conferences.

Please note that students may apply for this support at only one of the above conferences.  Multiple requests will not 
be considered.    Further note that you must be a student member of IAEE to be considered for this support.  Membership 
information can be found by visiting https://www.iaee.org/en/membership/application.aspx 

Applicants will be notified whether their application has been approved approximately 14 days past the application cut-
off date above.  After the applicant has received IAEE approval, it will be their responsibility to make their own travel (air/
ground, etc.) and hotel accommodations, etc. to participate in the conference.  Reimbursement up to $1500.00 will be made 
upon receipt of itemized expenses. The cash stipend can only be used to cover transportation and lodging expenses.  No 
other expenses will be covered.

For further information regarding the IAEE support fund for students from developing countries to participate in our 
conferences in 2011, please do not hesitate to contact David Williams at 216-464-5365 or via e-mail at:  iaee@iaee.org
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allowed rOes during economic Crisis Often Fail the 
equal return For equivalent risk standard
By donald Murry, Michael Knapp and Zhen Zhu*

Introduction

Responding to the financial crisis and the recession, the Federal Reserve Board has driven short-term 
interest rates to historically low levels, but, at the same time , corporate bond rates have been increasing. 
However, as shown in the graph, over the period from 2007 into 2009 simple observation shows little 
change in the average allowed returns on common equity (ROE) for gas and electric utilities.1 In fact, 
during this period, the Baa corporate bond rate increased 1.65% while the average allowed return in-
creased only 0.16%. On its face, this comparison reveals  that many recent allowed ROEs may not meet 
the standard of setting allowed returns equal to returns on investments in securities of equivalent risks; 
this is the familiar Hope and Bluefield standard often cited as the principle for setting allowed returns in 
utility regulation.2

 The adjacent comparison shows that al-
lowed returns have not kept pace with the 
competitive long-term bond market rates 
during the financial and economic crisis, 
plus this is one part of the Hope-Bluefield 
standard. The other component of the 
Hope-Bluefield standard is adjusting re-
turns for equivalent risk. The relationships 
between allowed return levels and mea-
sures of risk to equity investors will reveal 
whether risks are prevalent determinants 
of allowed ROEs.   

Allowed ROEs and Equivalent Risk

To the extent that we can identify quantitative measures of risk, we can test empirically if and how 
they are linked to the allowed ROEs.  For example, we were able to identify some specific, recognized 
measures of risk and test statistically whether they were linked to the levels of electric and gas allowed 
ROEs during the financial crisis and the recession study period. Specifically, we identified quantitative 
measures of financial risk, business risk and regulatory risk, and we estimated their statistical relation-
ship to the allowed ROEs. 

Financial Risk to a common stock investor is the uncertainty whether sufficient funds will be avail-
able to achieve expected dividends and capital gains after payment of interest on debt and preferred 
stock dividends. A lower common equity ratio implies that a company has greater obligations to holders 
of securities that have precedence to revenues; consistent with financial theory, one can expect that the 
lower the common equity ratio, the greater the financial risk exposure to the common stock holders. 
Consequently, we tested the hypothesis that during this period utilities’ allowed returns were higher for 
utilities with lower common equity ratios.3 

Business Risk is the exposure of investors’ returns to the uncertainties of a company’s day-to-day busi-
ness activities. For electric and gas utility equity investors untimely and uncertain recovery of operating 
costs are business risks. For example, potential failure to recover fixed costs through volumetric rates 
is a risk to utility investors. Also, delayed recovery of storm damage costs is a business risk to electric 
utilities. Because a firm’s beta shows its relative market price volatility, we hypothesized that it should 
be positively related to allowed returns, and at least a partial surrogate measure 
for business risk.4 

Larger electric and gas utilities are likely to have broader customer markets 
as well as more diverse supplier and transportation sources. In addition, larger 
firms are likely to have a stronger presence in the financial markets and may 
have a wider recognition and access to the capital markets.  This diversity might 
mitigate business risks, and one could expect that small utilities may receive 
higher allowed ROEs than large ones to compensate for this risk.5 Consequently, 
we tested the hypothesis that on the average smaller utilities received higher al-

* Donald Murry is a Vice President at C.H. 
Guernsey & Company and Professor Emeritus 
at University of Oklahoma; Mike Knapp is an 
economist at the company; and Zhen Zhu is a 
consulting economist at the company and Pro-
fessor of Economics at University of Central 
Oklahoma. Zhen Zhu may be reached at zhen.
zhu@chguernsey.com
See footnotes at end of text.
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lowed ROEs than larger utilities.
Regulatory Risk is the uncertainty regarding regulatory decisions that exposes investors to potential 

failure to achieve anticipated returns.  One form of regulatory risk is regulatory lag, or the risk of delay 
of recovery of incurred costs. This may be nothing more than the elapsed time of a regulatory proceed-
ing. For example, when a utility has the information necessary to support a filing and files a rate case, 
the elapsed time before approval and the authorization to collect additional revenues is a form of regula-
tory lag. We used the elapsed time between the filing and order dates as an approximation of regulatory 
lag.6 If regulators compensate for the risk of delay, the allowed ROEs will be higher, on the average, the 
longer the delay. 

The Risk Regressions

To measure the impact of the risk variables on the allowed ROEs, we estimated the following regres-
sion equation:

ROEi = a0 + a1ER i  +  a2Beta i  +  a3Cap i +  a4Elect i +   a5DL i + e i            (1)

where ROE is the allowed rate of return on common equity, ER is a utility’s equity ratio, Beta is the 
Value Line beta for a utility, Cap is a utility’s market capitalizations, Elect is a dummy variable, taking 

the value of 1 for elected regulatory authori-
ties and 0 for appointed authorities, and DL 
is regulatory lag, as measured by the elapsed 
time from filing to decision. We estimated 
separate regressions for the gas and electric 
allowed return decisions during the period of 
2007 to early 2009.7

Significantly, as shown in Table 1, for the 
gas distribution utilities allowed ROE deci-
sions, none of the financial,8 business or regu-
latory9 risk variables that we measure was 
statistically significant with the hypothesized 
sign. This means that we could not statisti-
cally link any of these risk variables to the al-
lowed ROEs set in the local gas distribution 
decisions during this recent market crisis and 
recession period. These measureable risk vari-
ables did not account for the differentials in 
allowed ROEs among gas distribution utili-
ties, which one would expect according to the 
Hope-Bluefield standard. 

In the case of the electric utility regres-
sion, as shown in the Table, we were able to 
determine only a limited link statistically, as 

hypothesized, between the differentials in allowed returns and the quantified measures of risk.  Again, 
the financial risk variable did not have the hypothesized sign. The electric utilities with low common 
equity ratios generally did not receive higher allowed ROEs.  As in the case of the gas distribution utili-
ties, the allowed ROEs generally did not recognize any added business risk of small electric utilities. 
Contrary to the gas distribution regression, we did determine, however, that the level of allowed ROEs 
was statistically linked to the utilities’ market betas, here representing a measure of business risk.10 As to 
the regulatory variables, similar to the gas distribution utilities case, whether the regulators were elected 
or appointed did not influence the level of allowed ROEs during this period. However, the regulators 
did appear to compensate the electric utilities somewhat for risks associated with the regulatory lag of 
a rate proceeding.11

 Conclusions

In this analysis, we found that, in seeming conflict with the frequently cited Hope-Bluefield objec-
tives, the recent allowed ROEs have not increased as long-term market interest rates increased during 
the period of the financial crisis and economic recession of 2007-09.  We also determined statistically, 
in apparent conflict with financial theory in some instances, that measureable variations in risk variables 

Table 1. Risks and Allowed ROEs: A Regression Analysis

Note: t-values are in parentheses. ***, **, * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 
10% levels, respectively.

Variables Electric Gas

Constant 7.935*** 8.869***
  (18.72) (16.80)
Financial Risk
 Equity Ratio 0.0375*** 0.0269***
  (4.956) (3.05)
Regulatory Risk
 Dec Lag 0.015** 0.0046
  (1.97) (0.26)
 Elected -0.113 -0.1927
  (-1.127) (-1.61) 
Business Risk 
 Beta 0.489*** 0.085
  (2.955) (0.23)
 Capitalization 0.0115* 0.0216
  (1.737) (1.41)
Number of Observations 101 85
Adjusted R Squared 0.137 0.134 
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did not account for the differentials in allowed ROEs in the gas distribution rate decisions. Although we 
determined some links between the ROE differentials in the electric utility decisions and measureable 
risk variables, they were relatively weak. Over all, the empirical evidence is quite strong that the allowed 
ROEs during the period of the financial crisis and the economic recession in many instances have devi-
ated from the principles of the often cited Hope-Bluefield standard. 

Footnotes
1 For this comparison we identified and studied the allowed returns in 101 electric utility and 85 local gas dis-

tribution utility rate cases as reported by the Regulatory Research Associates over the period from 2007 and 2009.
2 The frequently cited sources of this equivalent risk standard are two decisions by the United States Supreme 

Court: Bluefield Water Works and Improvement Company vs. Public Service Commission, 262 U.S. 679 (1923) 
(“Bluefield”), and the Federal Power Commission vs. Hope Natural Gas Company, 320 U.S. 591 (1944) (“Hope”). 

3 Although bond rating agencies describe other factors that influence their ratings in addition to the common 
equity ratio, Murry, Zhu and Knapp (2008) found bond ratings and equity ratios to be substitute predictors of al-
lowed returns for gas and electric utilities. 

4 Regulatory authorities commonly accept the beta as a measure of risk when they adopt the Capital Asset Pric-
ing Model as a method to measure the cost of common equity: 

ROEi = Rf + bi(R
m – Rf) + e, where bi is the beta of firm i,  Rf is the risk-free rate, and Rm is the market return.  

For most utilities, beta is positive and less than 1; therefore, the higher the beta, the higher the estimated return.
5 See Ibbotson (2008): “One of the most remarkable discoveries of modern finance is that of a relationship be-

tween firm size and return. The relationship cuts across the entire size spectrum but is most evident among smaller 
companies, which have higher returns on average than large ones.”

6 Investor uncertainties associated with regulatory treatments of such factors as fuel and gas cost recovery, 
depreciation of invested capital, revenue decoupling and rate design are surely important, but they do not lend them-
selves readily to cross-sectional empirical measurement.  

7 We corrected for heteroscadasticity by using the ROBUSTERROR option in the RATS statistical package.
8 Our findings in this study showing that recent allowed returns were not higher from utilities with lower com-

mon equity ratio differs from the findings in some earlier studies of allowed ROEs and financial risk. Those studies 
determined that allowed returns were generally consistent with financial theory. See, for example, Joskow (1972) 
and Hagerman and Ratchford (1978), Studies in recent years, similar to the present study, failed to find a link be-
tween allowed ROEs and financial risk. See Fan and Cowing (1994) and Murry, Zhu and Knapp (2008)

9 For related studies of the effects of regulatory procedures on allowed ROEs see Fitzpatrick, Dennis B., John 
W. Settle, and Glenn H. Petry. (1988) and Quest, Troy, (2007). 

10 The beta variable in the electric utility regression had the hypothesized positive sign and was statistically 
significant at the .01 level.

11 The regulatory lag variable in the electric utility regression ha)d the hypothesized positive sign and was sta-
tistically significant at the .05 level. 
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IAEE/Affiliate Master Calendar of Events
(Note:  All conferences are presented in English unless otherwise noted)

Date Event, Event Title and Language Location Supporting Contact
Organizations(s)

2011

April 18-19 3rd ELAEE Conference Buenos Aires, Argentina  Gerardo Rabinovich
Energy, Climate Change and Sustainable   gerardoa@speedy.com.ar
Development: The Challenges for Latin America
http://www.elaee2011.org/
Language:  Spanish & English

April 25-26 4th Annual NAEE/IAEE International Conference Abuja, Nigeria NAEE Adeola Adenikinju
 Green Energy and Energy Security: Assessing the    akiniwayemi@hotmail.com
 Options for Africa in a Global Energy Market   

June 19-23 34th IAEE International Conference Stockholm, Sweden SAEE/IAEE Lars Bergman    
Institutions, Efficiency and Evolving Energy   lars.bergman@hhs.se
Technologies
http://www.hhs.se/iaee-2011

October 9-12 30th USAEE/IAEE North American Conference Washington, DC USAEE/NCAC/IAEE USAEE Headquarters
Redefining the Energy Economy:  Changing Roles usaee@usaee.org
of Industry, Government and Research
http:/www.usaee.org/USAEE2011/

2012

February 20-22 3rd IAEE Asian Conference Kyoto, Japan IEEJ Kenichi Matsui
Growing Energy Demand, Energy Security  kmatsuijr@aol.com
and the Environment in Asia 

June 24-27, 35th IAEE International Conference Perth, Australia AAEE/IAEE Ron Ripple
Energy Markets Evolution under Global Carbon  r.ripple@curtin.edu.au
Constraints:  Assessing Kyoto and Looking Forward

September 9-12 12th IAEE European Conference Venice, Italy AIEE/IAEE Edgardo Curcio
Energy Challenge and Environmental Sustainability e.curcio@aiee.it

November 4-7 31st USAEE/IAEE North American Conference Austin, Texas USAEE/CTAEE/IAEE USAEE Headquarters
Transition to a Sustainable Energy Era/  usaee@usaee.org
Opportunities and Challenges 

2013

June 23-27 36th IAEE International Conference Daegu, Korea KRAEE/IAEE HoesungLee
Realizing the Potential of Energy and   hoesung@unitel.co.kr
Material Efficiency
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the Future Paradigm of energy Pricing in south america
By Philip Walsh*  

Increasing volatility in energy pricing is a relatively recent global phenomenon that has perplexed 
regulators and energy policy makers in both developed and developing nations.  For those countries who 
have adopted policies of deregulated energy markets, the volatility factor has been cause for concern.  
Nations whose energy markets are still state-regulated may have mitigated the impact of energy pricing 
volatility domestically but the costs related to minimizing consumer costs are ultimately borne by the 
citizens themselves in increased government deficits.

South America is comprised of have and have-not states in terms of domestic energy supply.  These 
varying levels of energy security have led to different regulatory structures marked by a dominance of 
state-owned or controlled energy companies and varying degrees of privatization and foreign investment 
in energy-related capital projects.  These differing approaches increase the barriers to co-ordinated re-
gional development of energy resources that could contribute to a more efficient energy marketplace and 
related pricing benefits to domestic customers.

Energy pricing in South America, like that in Southeast Asia, has been influenced by, and is compli-
cated by government subsidization.  For those countries seeking to enter into global energy trade agree-
ments and/or increased foreign investment to expedite the development of energy resources and related 
infrastructure, there are market pressures to equalize domestic energy pricing with global prices.  These 
market pressures are resisted by domestic economies that rely on lower cost energy to grow. 

Energy Supply

South America can be divided into “energy have” and “energy have not” countries.  Relying on 2008 
data provided by the International Energy Agency the lat-
ter category includes certain countries such as Brazil, Chile, 
Peru and Uruguay, who are, on balance, net consumers of en-
ergy (See Figure 1).  The former category includes countries 
such as Venezuela, Columbia, Ecuador, Bolivia and Para-
guay who are net suppliers of energy.  Of course, the energy 
balance of each of these countries can be dominated by one 
or more energy types (See Table 1).  For example, Paraguay 
may be a net supplier of energy but this is due entirely to its 
abundant (relative to its own needs) hydro-electric resources. 
In fact, Paraguay is essentially the only country that has suf-
ficient excess electrical generation capacity to be a dominant 
exporter of electricity on the continent, with Brazil its pri-
mary beneficiary.  However, it remains heavily dependent on 
the import of refined oil products. For Venezuela, a similar 
situation exists in that its net supplier status is predominantly 
associated with crude oil exports but, as opposed to Paraguay, it has sufficient reserves of coal, natural 
gas and installed hydro-electric power generation to potentially satisfy all of its energy needs.  In terms 
of conventional fossil fuels, the ratios of reserves to annual consumption vary greatly among the South 
American countries (See Table 2).   

Energy Policies

With the variation in energy self-sufficiencies the respective policies of each country also vary.  Em-
boldened by their relatively excessive reserves, Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia have implemented poli-
cies that have increased state ownership of energy reserves and subsidized domestic energy costs, risking 
future alienation of foreign investment both from within, and outside of, South America.   However, such 
policies may be unsustainable. Argentina’s experience with artificially low utility tariffs (16 to 27 times 
lower than residential tariffs found in neighbouring Chile and Brazil) and the dominance of state-owned 
energy companies have limited investment in the energy sector to the point that 
Argentina has seen its energy reserve base deplete to a point that it is now fac-
ing becoming an “energy have not”.  Venezuela and Ecuador can currently rely 
on revenues generated from the exporting of high priced crude oil to offset the 
impact of subsidies on their respective GDPs but Bolivia, whose greatest energy 
asset is its natural gas reserve, is in a more difficult predicament.  Its recent energy 

Figure 1: Net Annual Energy Balance (2008)
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policies have led to signifi-
cant declines in its natu-
ral gas reserves which are 
now jeopardizing its ability 
to maintain export agree-
ments that generate rev-
enues.  On the other hand, 
the so-called “energy have 
not” states of Brazil and 
Chile, with their historical 
need for energy imports, 
have adopted policies that 
are more favourable to in-
vestment.  These countries 
are recognizing that energy 
price volatility is best ad-

dressed through security of supply that comes with continual investment in energy infrastructure and sup-
ply.  Brazil in particular is on the verge of becoming, if it is not there already, an “energy have” country.

The Future Energy Price Paradigm

The apparent unsustainable nature of nationalization and domestic energy price subsidies will see a 
return to negotiated arrangements with foreign energy companies, the result of which will be increased 

investment and additional domestic energy supply.  Mutual satisfac-
tion on the part of both sides lies in the ability to “balance” the mar-
ket pressure to equalize domestic energy pricing and global prices with 
the resistance exerted by domestic economies seeking to grow through 
lower energy costs.  Interest in negotiating with those South American 
states that have pursued nationalistic energy policies has re-surfaced as 
exemplified by potential investments in Bolivia by Russia’s Gazprom 
and China’s Sinopec. A more likely scenario to emerge will be the con-
tinuation in activities by dominant South American state-owned energy 
companies that will see further integration of energy ownership within 
the continent and lower price volatility as security of supply risk is less-
ened.  Firms such as Petrobras, the Brazilian state-owned oil company, 
with its recent announcement of new oil and natural gas projects in Bo-
livia (natural gas), Argentina (natural gas) and Uruguay (offshore oil) 
are increasing their access to continental energy reserves and promoting 
greater energy supply options.  The overall impact on energy pricing will 

be a short-term increase in energy pricing at the domestic level for those countries currently employing 
policies of subsidization. Higher prices will encourage greater development which in turn will provide 
more reliability of supply.  For those jurisdictions with market-based energy pricing, further integration 
of South America’s vast energy resources will provide economies of scale leading to lower energy prices 
and improved reliability of supply. 
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  Coal and Peat Crude Oil Oil Products Natural Gas Electricity Total
Argentina  -1136 2830 3137 - 236 -471 4124
Bolivia  0 333 -480 11241 0 11094
Brazil  -11805 2683 -7468 -9451 -3630 -29671
Chile  -4111 -10881 -6638 -655 -99 -22384
Columbia  44057 13467 2452 71 120 60167
Ecuador  0 18217 -1205 0 -43 16969
Paraguay  0 0 -1317 0 3982 2665
Peru  -650 -3998 1116 0 0 -3532
Uruguay  -1 -2029 -851 -83 -81 -3045
Venezuela  4346 79470 32068 -669 40 115255

Source: IEA
Table 1 
Net Energy Balance1

1 in thousand tonnes of oil equivalent (ktoe) on a net calorific value basis

    
     

Coal Crude  Natural  
  Oil Gas 

Argentina 234 10 9  
Bolivia  - 27 358  
Brazil  321 19 15  
Chile  177 2 45  
Columbia 1231 17 15  
Ecuador  - 107 17  
Paraguay  -  -  -  
Peru  123 7 101  
Uruguay  -  -  -  
Venezuela 1957 202 191 

Table 2 
Ratio of Recoverable Reserves to Annual 
Consumption 
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a Brief note On the Oil and natural gas industries in Latin 
america: Current situation and Outlook
By gerardo rabinovich*

Natural resources in Latin America are abundant; especially, its proven reserves of oil and natural gas.
Proven oil reserves have grown considerably during the last 30 years, in spite of the fact that in some 

big countries, such as Mexico and Argentina, they have declined in absolute terms (see Figures 1 and 2). 
The existence of non-conventional oil in Venezuela, heavy oil in the Orinoco strip and deep off-shore 
high-quality oil in Brazil increases the revenue prospects for these countries. If the reserves volume in 
these countries are confirmed, Venezuela and Brazil would become the second and eighth oil-producing 
country, respectively, in the world.

This scenario is confirmed by the 
continued growth of oil prices, which 
are predicted to  continue rising at an 
annual avarage rate of 10 US$/barrel. 
This tendency reflects the increasing 
shortage and depletion of this source 
of energy that makes producers turn to 
more expensive technologies and pro-
cesses in order to satisfy demand, thus 
turning to projects in newly profitable 
developments1.

In Latin American oil-producing 
countries, the states are mainly re-
sponsible for the property and de-
velopment of resources. This can be 
seen both in national law and in the 
consolidation of domestic enterprises. 
Governments are, therefore, able to 
capture most of the revenues gener-
ated by the activity and in some cases, 
like Venezuela, they apply funds to 
political and social objectives. Where 
resource availability diminishes, e.g., 
the case of Mexico, this may affect 
international capital flows needed for 
the development activity. Neverthe-
less, in those cases where economic 
expectations are high, multinational majors and national oil companies from countries such us Iran, 
India, China and Russia appear. We now see, for example, companies such as SINOPEC, Gazprom, 
CNOOC and Iran Oil Company either buying other oil enterprises or being very interested in the Latin 
America petroleum industry. This is a new geopolitical situation that raises questions regarding the fu-
ture success or failure of these new ventures and the adaptive capacity of these companies to the culture 
and social structures of Latin-American countries.

Another relevant issue regarding the petroleum scenario in Latin America is the little success that 
liberalization policies implemented in the ´90s have had. In some cases (such as Bolivia, Venezuela, Ec-
uador and to a lesser extent Brazil) the process has been reversed. In other countries (such as Argentina 
or Colombia) the policies have been mantained but have not generated the expected results. The most 
successful example of liberal policy implementation in the hydrocarbons sector is Peru, which has liber-
alized the petroleum industry while applying clear rules of operation. Neverthe-
less, the resource magnitude in Peru is relatively small, and makes one wonder 
what would happen if large oil fields were discovered.

With regards to the natural gas industry, projections show an important growth 
of domestic markets and, consequently, wide development of international trade.

Further, natural gas geopolitics has been modified in Latin America since the 
Argentinian energy crisis of 2004. The unilateral decisions taken by this country 
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 See footnote at end of text.
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resulted in a significant loss of confidence in the regional physical integration processes of natural gas. 
The alternative to diversification and supply security that importing countries found was liquefied natu-
ral gas (LNG). Many projects and investments have been designed and some of them are materializing 
given the supply needs of markets.

Natural gas supply became more expensive as a consequence of LNG penetration, but the regional 
price structure is still extremely dispersed and makes it difficult to determine a trend towards equilibi-
rum that would facilitate both the development of domestic markets and the investments needed on the 
supply side. It is estimated that US$ 280 billion will be needed to sustain demand growth up to 2030. 

A question that is being posed within the natural gas industry is related to the development of non-
conventional gases, which have had unexpected growth in North America and have transformed the 
outlook for the natural gas industry worldwide. This has generated excess capacity in international trade 
and resulted in a price decrease in regional markets. Nevertheless, in Latin America the application of 
technologies capable of exploiting compact-sand natural gas (tight gas), shale gas or other possibilities 
that would extend the borders of proven reserves are still new.

These possibilities belong to a medium and long term horizon. For the time being, regional natural 
gas integration is evolving very slowly, multilateral agreements aimed at building a regional market are 
still immature and bilateral agreements-that could be rather urgent-are hard to implement. Natural gas 
export growth from Bolivia to Argentina is the clearest example.

The contract break-off between Argentinean supply companies and Chile and Brazilian buyers caused 
a loss of confidence that radiated though out the region and will take a long time to restore. Given this, 
supply security and vulnerability to reductions of natural gas by international providers have become 
priority issues for decision makers in the energy sector and, especially, in the natural gas industry.

Footnote
1 Denis Babusiaux, Pierre René Bauquis: “Una explicación al agotamiento de los recursos petroleros 

y a la evolución de los precios del petróleo” Instituto Francés del Petróleo (ENSPM-IFP), Paris, 2006.

IAEE Past President (‘95) Kenichi Matsui Recognized
Friends, colleagues and family of Kenichi Matsui met on 26 February for a wonderful and memorable gathering in celebra-

tion of his Outstanding Contribution to the IAEE Award bestowed during the Calgary USAEE/IAEE North American Con-
ference.  A comprehensive slide show displaying Kenichi’s impressive career as an energy economist as well as his hobbies/
travels and family life were shared with those who attended.  Below are two pictures Kenichi wished to share with the entire 
IAEE membership. Kenichi keeps forging new ground in the field of energy and economics and will be instrumental in put-
ting together the 3rd IAEE Asian Conference which will take place in Kyoto, 20-22 February, 2012.  More information on this 
conference can be found by visiting here.
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regulating generation investment in Latin america: 
Future Challenges
By rodrigo Moreno, Luiz. Barroso, Hugh rudnick, Bruno Flach, Bernardo Bezerra   
      and ssebastian Mocarquer*

Introduction

A key concern for South American countries is how to procure new generation resources to supply 
demand, optimising reliability levels and cost impacts on consumers. Historically, this procurement ac-
tivity has been very challenging due to factors such as uncertainty in load growth rates, limited access to 
financing, lack of enforcement in the case of delays in construction, deficient legal and regulatory institu-
tional arrangements etc. More recently, the problem complexity has been compounded by environmental 
concerns about land use, impacts on biodiversity, indigenous populations and greenhouse gas emissions 
and climate change.

Many different approaches to energy procurement have been applied in these countries over the past 
decades, ranging from direct government investment in the 50s and 60s, use of Power Purchase Agree-
ments (PPA) between government agencies and energy producers in the 70s and early 80s and, with 
the worldwide power sector reforms starting in the mid-80s, reliance on private investment driven by 
economic signals from short-term energy markets and administratively set capacity payments. Although 
details and circumstances vary widely among countries, it can be said that none of these approaches has 
been very successful – as it may be inferred from the large number of countries who experienced severe 
supply difficulties at some point (Maurer, Pereira and Rosenblatt, 2005). As a consequence, there is great 
interest in innovative experiences on this topic.

Since 2004 some South American countries such as Brazil, Chile, Peru and Colombia have been rely-
ing on new auction-based schemes to incentivise the entrance of new generation capacity. This scheme 
reflects the regulator’s willingness to ensure a certain amount of new generation capacity under competi-
tive conditions and facilitates the introduction of new financial instruments that can help to complete the 
electricity market: it auctions long-term supply contracts or call options backed, in some cases, by firm 
energy resources.

During the past years, these arrangements have been getting increased attention from investors, gov-
ernments and multilateral agencies. One of the reasons for this interest is the large amount of capacity 
that has been already contracted. Altogether Brazil, Chile, Peru and Colombia have contracted for over 
62,000 MW of new generation capacity between 2005 to 2010, with delivery dates from 2008 to 2018. 
Other interesting results from the South American auctions include:

• Successful private investment in new large-scale hydroelectric plants: about 18,000 MW in Bra-
zil, including Santo Antonio and Jirau hydro plants (3,500 MW each) and Belo Monte hydro plant 
(11,233 MW) at prices of about 45 USD/MWh. In addition, about 3,000 MW have been auctioned 
in Colombia;

• Successful auction of other renewables such as wind, biomass and small hydro: more than 6,000 
MW have been contracted, in most cases at very competitive prices (about 80 USD/MWh). In 
fact, wind power prices have proved to be among the lowest in the world in the case of Peruvian 
and Brazilian auctions.  

• Wide variety of auction arrangements: (i) all-against-all auctions in which hydro, natural gas, 
coal, oil, biomass etc compete directly with each other; (ii) renewable-only auctions in which 
small hydro, biomass and wind plants compete with each other; (iii) biomass- and wind-specific 
auctions; and (iv) project-specific auctions (applied to the very large Brazilian hydro plants).

• Joint auctions: with multiple buyers and sellers that have a tendency to be organised as centralised 
processes in order to obtain benefits from economies of scale. 

• Diverse auction mechanisms: first price sealed-bid auctions; descending 
clock (dynamic) auctions with or without elastic demand curves; hybrid 
and combinatorial mechanisms. 

• Different types of contracts: mid- and long-term forward contracts, call 
options and reliability options.

• Diversity of investors: ranging from large companies established in the 
country to new local and foreign investors and first-time-power-system 
investors.               

* Rodrigo Moreno is with the Imperial Col-
lege, London; Luiz Barroso, Bruno Flach and 
Bernardo Bezerra are with the PSR, Rio de 
Janeiro; Hugh Rudnick is with the Pontificia 
Universidad Catolica de Chile; and Sebastian 
Mocarquer is with Systep Ingenieria y Dis-
enos in Chile.
See footnotes at end of text.
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• The first objective of this article is to briefly describe the evolution of market regulation for gen-
eration investment and the recent auction-based mechanism experience in South America. Focus 
will be given to countries where the auctions have been having a more active role, i.e., Brazil, 
Chile, Peru and Colombia. The ultimate aim is to identify key challenges that will need to be ad-
dressed in the near future.

Early generation investment incentives in South America

The early electricity market design in South America was fundamentally centred on system marginal 
pricing. Short-term energy electricity markets were created, trusting that spot prices1 would promote 
the efficient use of existing generation resources and provide signals to foster the interest of investors 
in building new capacity if needed (Schweppe et al, 1988). An imbalance between supply and demand 
caused by demand growth, for instance, would result in spot price increases and thus would create 
incentives for the construction of new plants. Moreover, the optimal amount of capacity could recover 
total costs, i.e., expected spot market revenues would be enough to remunerate investment and cover 
operational costs. In addition, energy bilateral contracts were to be freely negotiated between generators 
and consumers, subject to a reference price that was determined by the regulator in order to stimulate 
efficient contracting by distribution companies.

Furthermore, capacity payments were established in some countries such as Bolivia, Chile, Colombia 
and Peru in order to complement generators’ energy revenues and provide incentives for the entrance of 
new capacity. In the capacity payment approach, the capacity price (a value expressed in $/kW.month) is 
determined administratively by the regulator. Except for Colombia – that has replaced the regulated ca-
pacity payment by a market-based reliability option – capacity payments are employed in Peru, Bolivia 
and Chile up until today.

On the other hand, Brazil adopted the firm supply concept – implemented as firm energy certificates 
assigned to generators – and complemented its energy-only market with an obligation of consumers to 
have at least 85% of their consumption in contracts backed by firm energy certificates.

The challenges of generation investment in Latin America: why did the early design fail?

This early design was initially very successful in allowing power systems to improve efficiency and 
security of supply with an increasing number of new agents. Under this era, energy trading started to 
be massively promoted by private entities between different countries, e.g., Chile-Argentina-Bolivia-
Brazil; electrification was significantly enhanced, e.g., Brazil increased its demand coverage from 85% 
up to about 98% nowadays (World Bank, 2005); prices to end customers decreased and the security and 
quality of supply was significantly improved, e.g. Argentina extraordinarily decreased his unsupplied 
energy from about 16% a month in the late 80s to nearly zero in the late 90s. 

Despite all these positives aspects, this basic design has presented a number of problems in most of 
the countries that later led to, in some cases, severe energy crisis. Electricity shortages – or severe risk 
of shortages –have been observed in the region (for example, Brazil (2001), Chile (1999 and 2004) and 
Peru (2006)). In addition, capacity payments did not suffice to stimulate the availability of generation 
and ultimately the early design failed to promote generation adequacy in the region. 

The early market designed failed because of various reasons. Firstly, the economic signal provided by 
the energy spot market has proven to be too volatile and difficult to correctly indicate and stimulate the 
entrance of new capacity. This is especially true for countries with a high hydro share, where the occur-
rence of conjuncture favourable hydro conditions can drive the spot prices downwards even if there are 
structural problems with supply. The second reason is the combination of strong demand growth (over 
5% yearly) and regional economic instability, creating uncertain conditions for trading energy between 
neighbouring countries and impacting on energy price expectations. 

Furthermore, some Latin-American power systems are also affected by challenges related to the fi-
nancing of new generation which is done under a project-finance mode and where lenders require a 
stable long-term project’s revenue stream in order to concede affordable long-term financing rates. 

All these factors makes generation activity very risky, inhibits the closing of financing for new proj-
ects and makes development of new generation more difficult on a constant basis. Capacity payments in 
Chile, Colombia and Peru only represent a small part of the overall generator income and its role is very 
limited by the uncertainty of the energy spot market.

It is worthwhile to mention at this point that bilateral contracts between generators and large consum-
ers, with prices negotiated between the parties involved, may reduce risk and make them immune from 
unstable energy spot prices. They represented in the past, and do today, a way to assure investment from  
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interested parties like the mining industry in Chile. Nevertheless, these bilaterial contracts only repre-
sent part of the portfolio contracted by a generator while many other contracts, particularly with small 
consumers, were still representing high risks to investors given their direct link to the evolution of the 
system marginal costs.

Beyond energy-only markets and capacity payments: long-term contract auctions and call options

The sequence of problems, crises and, in general, adverse events that dominated South America in the 
early 00’s motivated a search for new mechanisms to ensure generation adequacy. Because the energy 
spot price does not provide adequate signals for new investments and given the difficulties in defining a 
regulated capacity payment, a convergence was observed to use auction mechanisms in which potential 
investors compete to obtain a long-term energy contract or a call option such as the one proposed in 
(Vazquez, River and Arriaga, 2002). Auctions encourage the participation of many participants, foster 
competition and allow for efficient price discovery. 

The conceptual aspect of the new proposal is to carry out auctions of long-term energy contracts 
called ahead of time, so that winners can have enough time to develop their investment and a minimum 
revenue is guaranteed for a number of years. At the same time, investors have to cover their bids by us-
ing capacity certificates that ensure physical coverage and security of supply2. In order to create a market 
for contracts, all consumers, both regulated and free (i.e. non-regulated large consumers), are forced to 
contract 100% of their consumption (demand growth, contract expiration with a decommissioning plant, 
etc.) in a long-term fashion through forward or call option contracts. 

Whilst Chile and Peru have set very similar rules to auction contract renewals and new energy con-
tracts, Brazil and Colombia have followed a completely different path. Implementation details can be 
seen in (Bezerra, Barroso and Pereira, 2011; Crampton and Stoft, 2007; Dutra and Menezes, 2005; Mo-
carquer et al 2009; Moreno et al, 2010a). Main auctions’ characteristics can be found in Table 1:

Looking ahead: identifying challenges in the new framework

The new framework has been generally assessed as a positive reform and generation investment has 
been clearly boosted. Apart from the experiences and lessons (Moreno et al, 2010b), there are a number 
of challenges that need to be analysed in details if one wants to prove that this proposal is, in effect, ef-
ficient and robust in the long-term.

1. Correct auction design: auction design is critical to ensure that contracts for future supply are 
being allocated to the right investors at efficient prices. Flaws in incumbent auction design have 
been already identified in (Moreno et al, 2010b) and these involve issues such as future price 
indexation, network charges’ uncertainty and price clearance mechanisms. For example, network 
charges uncertainty could lead to a significant bid price increase and ultimately to an inefficient 
contract allocation if this is not tackled properly in the auction design.

2. Demand response and energy efficiency: 100% demand coverage through fixed(indexed)-price 
long-term forward contracts such as in Brazil, Chile and Peru could lead to a situation in which 
demand becomes completely irresponsive to short-term price signals. Although capacity charges 
during peak demand hours can contribute in this respect, potential real-time price mechanisms 
would be difficult to  implement in the future (e.g., when Smart Meters arrive). In this respect, 
call options can, in contrast, effectively allow real time demand response whilst spot prices are 
lower than the strike prices and, at the same time, incentivise generation investment through fixed 
revenue streams.

3. Competition and market power: competition is, in principle, ensured in investment through 
the auction mechanism and in operation through the wholesale electricity market. Auctions also 
make the market more contestable, ensuring a better behaviour of incumbent agents (Baumol, 
1982). However, for an auction to work, it is important to attract bidders and to stimulate bidders 
to behave competitively. A condition that shadows competition analysis is the presence of State 
owned companies in several of the countries analysed, where opportunities for political price ma-
nipulation are a risk that needs to be observed carefully, particularly in a country like Brazil (e.g., 
governments may try to lower auction prices by bidding low values in the auction processes). 

4. Efficient pricing: the separation in the competition between existing and new capacity indeed 
facilitates the entrance of new comers in Brazil. However, whilst in Colombia existing generators 
take the clearing price from the new capacity’s auction, in Brazil existing generators compete in 
different auctions that clear at different prices. Hence, very diverse prices between existing and 
new energies arise which can be, in the case of the former, affected by the aforementioned pres-
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ence of the State as a bidder.
5. Integration of renewables: energy auctions have been 
also used in South America to promote renewable genera-
tion. Peru and Brazil are the leaders, but Argentina and Uru-
guay have also been conducting auctions to procure wind 
plants. Although renewable generation can be fostered by 
the aforementioned auctions, it becomes a critical problem 
to decide how much capacity should be initially auctioned 
and to what extent these resources still need additional in-
centives to successfully enter the market.
6. Dealing with long-term uncertainty: demand, fuel cost 
and availability and a number of important variables to be 
considered for a long-term investment plan are uncertain. 
Therefore, mechanisms to supply electricity demand in the 
future should be flexible enough in order to deal with an ar-
ray of future scenarios in an efficient and secure fashion. In 
this respect, the auction mechanism to commit investors at 
present needs further improvements in, for example, index-
ation formulas. Indeed, prices can change in time according 
to the indexation formulas specified in the contract, forcing 
the auctioneer – and, ultimately, consumers – to take a risk 
position when allocating contracts. 

Final Remarks

Concerns over electricity supply adequacy indicate that 
investment in new generation capacity looks as a promis-
ing activity in the future not only because of the increasing 
level of development and electrification of Latin-American 
countries, but also because of the efforts of a number of Lat-
in-American governments to change regulation as to incen-
tivise new entrants. In this line, considerable improvements 
have been made in regulatory frameworks across the region 
resulting in significant new investments. However, a set of 
challenges at fundamental and practical levels have been 
implicitly left for future analysis and development. Failing 
to address them could result in another wave of regulatory 
changes in the future

Footnotes
1 Excepting Colombia, most countries of the region did not 

implement a bid-based system for dispatch and price formation. 
Instead, the “spot price” was calculated as a marginal cost of a dis-
patch model for scheduling decisions in Peru, Chile and Brazil.

2 The adequacy guarantee of a generator is a MWh or MW rat-
ing that reflects the generator’s contribution to the overall system 
supply reliability. These can be calculated by the regulator follow-
ing several methodologies such as the one in (Batlle and Vazquez, 
2000).
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Attract new 
capacity

Attract new 
capacity

Attract new 
capacity

Specificity of the 
electricity 
procured 

Specific project; 
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technology and 
“any energy” 

All
technologies
and projects 
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All
technologies
and projects 
compete 
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and projects 
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Degree of 
centralisation

Joint auctions 
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companies 
organised by 
the government 

Joint auction to 
ensure
reliability,
closing gap 
between supply 
and demand 
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government 
agency

Distribution 
companies 
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auctions,
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auctions,
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joint auctions 
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users, but free 
consumers can 
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existing and 
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New energy All existing 
and new 
generation (in 
the same 
auction)

All existing and 
new generation 
(in the same 
auction)

Load forecast 
responsibility 

Distribution 
companies are 
required to 
inform their 
load forecasts in 
each regular 
auction to 
supply 
regulated
market 

Regulator and 
planner provide 
demand, 
auction bridges 
the total system 
gap

Done by 
distribution 
companies, 
auction
supplies the 
regulated
market 

Done by 
distribution 
companies, 
auction supplies 
the regulated 
market  

Grace period 1-3-5 years 
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year contracts 
tied to energy 
certificates 

3 to 7 years 
ahead

3 years ahead 
for any period 
up to 15 years 

3 years ahead 
for any period 
up to 15 years 

Total to date 31 1 3 3

Volume (MW) 57,000 MW of 
new capacity 

3,000 MW 4.2 average 
GW

3.0 average GW 

Auction process 2-phase hybrid 
auction

Descending
clock auction 

Sealed-bid
combinatorial 
auction with 
pay-as-bid rule  

Energy policy 
decisions

Specific 
auctions for 
technologies
and projects 

All
technologies
compete 
together 

All
technologies
compete 
together 

Separate
auctions for 
renewables 

How often are 
auctions
organised? 

There are 
regular auctions 
to contract new 
capacity, 
government can 
organise 
specific 
(additional) 
auctions
whenever
needed

At planner’s 
discretion, 
whenever there 
is a gap 
between total 
system future 
demand and 
supply 

Disco(s)
decide

Disco(s) decide 

 

 

 

1 
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Unconventional Solutions
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Conference, Calgary, Canada, October 14 to 16, 2010

Single Volume $130 - members; $180 - non-members  
This CD-ROM includes articles on the following topics:

 Investment in Oil 
 Valuation 
 Electricity Markets 
 Emerging Energy Technologies and U.S. Energy Policy Options 
 Policies for Renewable Energy 
 Natural Gas Developments 
 Carbon Capture and Storage 
 Energy-Economy Linkages 
 Grid Investments 
 Influencing Energy Use 
 Biofuels 
 Price, Tax, and Fuel Consumption 
 Carbon Management 
 Distributed Generation and Smart Grid    
 Issues in Renewable Energy 
 Issues in GHG Strategies 
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 Oil Industry Performance and Reforms 
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 Energy Security 
 Dynamic Modeling in Oil 
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Energy, Economy, 
Environment: The Global 
View
Proceedings of the 32nd IAEE International 
Conference, San Francisco CA, June 21 to 
24, 2009

Single Volume $130 - members; $180 - non-
members  This CD-ROM includes articles on 
the following topics:

Climate Change Policy
Drivers of Oil Price and the Outlook
The Future of Renewables
Renewable Energy Technologies
Renewables, a California Perspective
Energy Market Developments in the Pacific Basin
Nuclear Applications in Asia
The Oil and Gas Market in Asia
The Role of Coal in China
Affordable, Low-Carbon Diesel Fuel
Unconventional Resources: Potential and Challenges
Dynamics of Abundance of North American Gas Supply
Climate Policy Design Challenges in North America
Energy Market and Policy in Europe
When Geopolitics and Macro economics Begin to Collide
Developments in LNG
Natural Gas and CO2 Infrastructure
EDF’s Development Strategy
Nuclear Power Option
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checks drawn on U.S. banks.  Complete the form 
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USAEE
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Address ________________________________

City, State ______________________________

Mail Code and Country ____________________

Please send me  copies @ $130 each 
(member rate) $180 each (nonmember rate).
Total Enclosed $  Check must be in 
U.S. dollars and drawn on a U.S. bank, payable 
to USAEE. 
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 Bioethanol: Production, Use and Trade 
 Energy and Environment: What Will Come After Kyoto? 
 Energy Development and Poverty: Key Issues for Energy Access 
 Energy Efficiency, Electricity Demand and Smart Grids 
 Geopolitics of Natural Gas 
 Innovation and the Economics of Nuclear Industry 
 OPEC’S 50 Years and the Future of Oil Industry 
 The Challenges of Energy Regulation in the Future 
 Speculative Activity in Oil Markets 
 The Future of Energy: New Energy Policies and Technologies 
 Why Do We Need a New Energy Order? 
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IAEE
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Cleveland, OH  44122, USA

Name _________________________________________
Address _______________________________________
City, State _____________________________________
Mail Code and Country __________________________

Please send me  copies @ $130 each (member 
rate) $180 each (nonmember rate).
Total Enclosed $  Check must be in U.S. 
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Member-Get-A-Member
Campaign

IAEE’s Member-Get-A-Member campaign continues in 2011.  IAEE believes you know quite well the value of mem-
bership in our organization. Furthermore, membership growth is one of the Association’s top strategic initiatives.  With your 
knowledge of our organization’s products/services, publications and conferences, we know that you are in the ideal position to 
help us grow.  The process to win rewards for your self is quick and easy!

Here’s How the Program Works:
• For each new IAEE member you recruit, you receive THREE months of membership free of charge.  
• New Members must complete the online IAEE membership application form at https://www.iaee.org/en/membership/

application.aspx  Make sure the member(s) you refer mentions your name in the “Referred By” box located on the online 
membership application form.  

• The more new members you recruit the more free months of membership you will receive.  There is no limit to the num-
ber of new members you may refer.

Membership Recruitment Period and Additional Incentive:
• This special program will run from January 1, 2011 – May 1, 2011.
• The Member that refers the most new members to IAEE during this timeframe will receive a complimentary registration 

to attend the Stockholm IAEE International Conference (this prize may be assigned by the winner to another member, 
yet must be used for complimentary registration to 
attend the Stockholm conference only).

IAEE Tips for Success:
• Promote the benefits of IAEE membership - Share 

your IAEE passion with others!  Visit https://www.
iaee.org/en/inside/index.aspx for a brief overview of 
IAEE.

• Connect with colleagues – Invite your co-workers, 
colleagues and friends to IAEE conferences.

• Keep IAEE membership applications at your finger-
tips - Please contact David Williams at iaee@iaee.org 
and request that membership applications are mailed 
to your attention.  Feel free to hand these out on your 
travels.

• Let IAEE do the work for you – Send us an email 
at iaee@iaee.org letting us know who should be in-
vited to join IAEE (we need full name and email ad-
dress) and we will contact who you refer to see if they 
have an interest in joining IAEE.  If the member joins 
during the timeframe above you will be given three 
months of membership free per member you recruit!

We encourage all members to help our organization 
grow.  At the same time, you will be rewarded with free 
membership months and an opportunity to have your confer-
ence registration fee waived at a coming IAEE conference.

Thank you for making IAEE the great organization that 
it is!
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Publications
Fuel Cells:  Technologies for Fuel Processing.  Dushyant 

Shekhawat, J.J. Spivey and David Berry, Editors (2011).  580 pages.  
Price:  $140.00.  Contact:  Order Department Elsevier Science & 
Technology Books, 30 Corporate Drive, Suite 400, Burlington, MA 
01803.  Phone:  781-313-4726.  Email:  d.oconnell@elsevier.com  
URL:  www.elsevier.com

Renewable Energy:  Physics, Engineering, Environmental 
Impacts, Economics & Planning, 4th Edition.  Bent Sorensen.  
(2010).  958 pages.  Price:  $120.00.  Contact:  Order Depart-
ment Elsevier Science & Technology Books, 30 Corporate Drive, 
Suite 400, Burlington, MA 01803.  Phone:  781-313-4726.  Email:  
d.oconnell@elsevier.com  URL:  www.elsevier.com

The Oxford Handbook of Regulation.  Robert Baldwin, 
Martin Cave and Martin Lodge, Editors (2010).  752 pages.  Price:  
$120.00.  Contact:  Order Department, Oxford University Press, 
2001 Evans Road, Cary, NC  27513, USA.  Phone:  800-451-7556.  
Fax:  919-677-1303.  URL:  www.oup/us and use promo code 29181

Calendar
13-14 April 2011, European Biomass to Power at Vienna, 

Austria. Contact: Justyna Korfanty, ACI Europe, 5/13 Great Suf-
folk Street, London, SE1 0DS, United Kingdom. Phone: 44-20-
7981-2503 Email: jkorfanty@acieu.net

13-13 April 2011, Solar meets Glass 2011 at Berlin, Ger-
many. Contact: Anja Kleppek, Solarpraxis AG, Zinnowitzer Straße, 
Berlin, Berlin, 12489. Phone: 030-726296-305 Email: anja.klep-
pek@solarpraxis.de URL: www.solarpraxis.de/en/conferenze/solar-
meets-glass/general-information/

14-15 April 2011, Thin-Film Industry Forum 2011 at Adler-
shof, Berlin. Contact: Julia Heithecker, Solarpraxis AG, Zinnowit-
zer Straße 1, Berlin, Berlin, 10115, Germany. Phone: 030-726296-
302 Email: julia.heithecker@solarpraxis.de URL: www.solarpraxis.
de/en/conferences/thin-film-industry-forum-2011

14-15 April 2011, 12th Forum Solarpraxis at Berlin, Ger-
many. Contact: Anja Kleppek, Solarpraxis AG, Zinnowitzer Straße 
1, Berlin, Berlin, 10115, Germany. Phone: 030-726296-305 Email: 
anja.kleppek@solarpraxis.de URL: http://www.solarpraxis.de/en/
conferenze/11th-forum-solarpraxis/general-information/

18-19 April 2011, Ohio Fuel Cell Symposium 2011 at North 
Canton, OH. Contact: Roger Hillson, Marketing, Ohio Fuel Cell 
Coalition Email: roger.hillson@fuelcellcorridor.com URL: www.
fuelcellcorridor.com

25-26 April 2011, 4th Annual NAEE/IAEE Intl Conf: Green 
Energy and Energy Security - Assessing the Options for Africa 
in a Global Energy Market at Abuja, Nigeria. Contact: Adeola 
Adenikinju, Nigeria Email: akiniwayemi@hotmail.com

9-10 May 2011, Gas Transport and Shipping Course at 
Groningen. Contact: Janet Smid, Account Manager, Energy Delta 
Institute, Netherlands. Phone: +31 (0) 50 524 8308. Fax: +31 (0) 50 
524 8301 Email: smid@energydelta.nl URL: http://www.energydel-
ta.org/en/mainmenu/executive-education/specific-programmes/gas-
transport-shipping-course

12-13 May 2011, Solar Industry Summit UK 2011 at Grand 
Connaught Rooms, London. Contact: Severine Scala, Solarpraxis 
AG, Zinnowitzer Straße 1, Berlin, Berlin, 10115, Germany. Phone: 
030-726296-326 Email: severine.scala@solarpraxis.de URL: www.
solarpraxis.de/en/conferenze/solar-industry-summit-uk-2011

16-20 May 2011, International Gas Value Chain Course at 
Hampshire Hotel Groningen. Contact: Rik Cents, Account Man-
ager, Energy Delta Institute, Groningen, Netherlands. Phone: +31 
(0) 50 524 83 19 Email: cents@energydelta.nl URL: http://www.
energydelta.org/mainmenu/executive-education/introduction-pro-
grammes/international-gas-value-chain

23-27 May 2011, De Gaswaardeketen at The Netherlands. 
Contact: Nynke Feenstra, Energy Delta Institute, Netherlands. 
Phone: +31 (0) 50 524 83 14. Fax: +31 (0) 50 524 83 01 Email: 
feenstra@energydelta.nl URL: http://www.energydelta.org/en/
mainmenu/executive-education/introduction-programmes/de-gas-
waardeketen

1-2 June 2011, Profitable Partnerships to Maximize Smart 
Grid Tech Penetration at San Jose, CA. Contact: Baruch Hecht, 
Conference Organiser, SmartGrid Update, 70 Hudson St, 6th Floor, 
Hoboken, NJ, 07030, USA. Phone: 201-204-1677 Email: bhecht@
smartgridupdate.com URL: http://www.smartgridupdate.com/
smartgridtechnology/download-brochure.shtml

6-10 June 2011, Gas Market Liberalisation and Regulation
Course at (to be determined). Contact: Rik Cents, Energy Delta In-
stitute, Netherlands. Phone: +31 (0) 050 524 8319. Fax: +31 (0) 
050 524 8301 Email: cents@energydelta.nl URL: http://www.
energydelta.org/en/mainmenu/executive-education/specific-pro-
grammes/gas-market-regulation-course

6-10 June 2011, Gas Strategy Course at (to be determined). 
Contact: Rik Cents, Account Manager, Energy Delta Institute, Neth-
erlands. Phone: +31 (0) 50 524 8319. Fax: +31 (0) 50 524 8301 
Email: cents@energydelta.nl URL: http://www.energydelta.org/en/
mainmenu/executive-education/specific-programmes/gas-strategy-
course

17-19 June 2011, 2011 CES China Conference: Ten Years 
after WTO Accession: China and the World Economy at Bei-
jing, China. Contact: Junjie Hong, Professor Email: hongjunjie@
yahoo.com URL: www.china-ces.org

19-23 June 2011, 34th IAEE International Conference: 
Institutions, Efficiency and Evolving Energy Technologies at 
Stockholm, Sweden. Contact: Lars Bergman Email: lars.berg-
man@hhs.se URL: www.hhs.se/iaee-2011 

June 29, 2011 - July 3, 2011, Western Economic Association 
International 86th Annual Conference at San Diego, CA. Con-
tact: Meeting Coordinator, WEAI, 18837 Brookhurst St, Ste 304, 
Fountain Valley, CA, 92708, USA. Phone: 1-714-965-8800. Fax: 
1-717-965-8829 Email: info@weai.org URL: www.weai.org

9-12 October 2011, Redefining the Energy Economy: 
Changing Roles of Industry, Government and Research at 
Washington, DC. Contact: David Williams, Executive Director, 
USAEE, 28790 Chagrin Blvd Ste 350, Cleveland, OH, 44122, USA. 
Phone: 216-464-2785 Email: usaee@usaee.org URL: http://www.
usaee.org

10-12 October 2011, Energiemarkten at The Netherlands. 
Contact: Jasper Hofman, Account Manager, Energy Delta Institute, 
Laan Corpus den Hoorn 300, Groningen, Netherlands. Phone: +31 
(0) 50 524 8308. Fax: +31 (0) 50 524 8301 Email: hofman@ener-
gydelta.nl URL: http://www.energydelta.org/en/mainmenu/execu-
tive-education/introduction-programmes/energiemarkten-2

24-28 October 2011, International Gas Value Chain 
Course at The Netherlands. Contact: Rik Cents, Energy Del-
ta Institute, Netherlands. Phone: +31 (0) 50 524 83 19. Fax: 
+31 (0) 50 524 83 01 Email: cents@energydelta.nl URL: 
http://www.energydelta.org/en/mainmenu/executive-educa-
tion/introduction-programmes/international-gas-value-chain
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